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<td>FA</td>
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<td>LUT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Programmable Logic Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOD</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
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<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
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</tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
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</tr>
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ABSTRACT

How to implement quality computing with the limited power budget is the key factor to move very large scale integration (VLSI) chip design forward. This work introduces various techniques of low power VLSI design used for state of art computing. From the viewpoint of power supply, conventional in-chip voltage regulators based on analog blocks bring the large overhead of both power and area to computational chips. Motivated by this, a digital based switchable pin method to dynamically regulate power at low circuit cost has been proposed to make computing to be executed with a stable voltage supply. For one of the widely used and time consuming arithmetic units, multiplier, its operation in logarithmic domain shows an advantageous performance compared to that in binary domain considering computation latency, power and area. However, the introduced conversion error reduces the reliability of the following computation (e.g. multiplication and division.). In this work, a fast calibration method suppressing the conversion error and its VLSI implementation are proposed. The proposed logarithmic converter can be supplied by dc power to achieve fast conversion and clocked power to reduce the power dissipated during conversion. Going out of traditional computation methods and widely used static logic, neuron-like cell is also studied in this work. Using multiple input floating gate (MIFG) metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) based logic, a 32-bit, 16-operation arithmetic logic unit (ALU) with zipped decoding and a feedback loop is designed. The proposed ALU can reduce the switching power and has a strong driven-in capability due to coupling capacitors compared to static logic based ALU. Besides, recent neural computations bring serious challenges to digital VLSI implementation due to overload matrix multiplications and non-linear functions. An analog VLSI design which is compatible to external digital environment is proposed.
for the network of long short-term memory (LSTM). The entire analog based network computes much faster and has higher energy efficiency than the digital one.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Challenge of Computations in VLSI Chips

Research on the trading-off between performance and energy efficiency is always a hotspot in VLSI design. Especially, Moore’s law continuously allows more and more computational blocks to be integrated into a single die [1], which largely increases area efficiency. However, overloaded computations obviously challenge the noise margin in the design of digital VLSI and so increase the switch current in each data path, which is the main part boosting both dynamic power dissipation and power density [2]. On the other hand, higher bit length required for current computations makes balancing design metrics such as area, latency, power dissipation and routing cost to be more difficult than early VLSI era. Recently, portable devices have been developed. The life time of batteries and cooling techniques largely constrain those portable devices to perform the same computation efficiency as in traditional personal computers [3, 4]. Even in devices with externally stable power supply, large heat dissipation violates the working characteristics of transistors reducing their carrier velocity in channels. Hereby, the allowable frequency of digital systems in electronic devices is restricted by the transistor’s performance degradation due to the increase of temperature. Furthermore, the worst case is that a VLSI chip under high temperature has the risk of breakdown to the entire die and its package. Thus, to keep VLSI chips working safely under the highest frequency, it is anticipated that some blocks in a chip have to be shut down to confirm that the temperature cannot exceed the safe line. This possible phenomenon in future chips is called as ‘dark silicon’ [5, 6]. A very first strategy to avoid this potential phenomenon is to update cooling techniques. To directly cool down the chip inside, it is highly relying on the development of the novel materials embedded into chips [7, 8]. Effective off-chip methods such as liquid nitrogen cooling and fully covered fan are high cost and not suitable for portable devices.
With the rigorous restrictions of space and hardware cost, it is important to propose strategies regarding the optimization of computation algorithms and low cost circuit designs. This gives areas of both VLSI design and computer architecture more options than that of cooling technique.

1.2 Power Regulation in Computational Chips

In both digital and mixed signal VLSI chips, the block of power regulation is not optional but a necessity. The functions of power regulation are evenly supplying a stable in-chip voltage and achieving dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [9]. For stabilizing the supply voltage in all blocks of a chip, the simplest method is to increase the width of metal layer to suppress the voltage droop due to interconnection at the cost of increasing the routing difficulty [10]. Besides, current reduction can decrease this voltage droop. However, it is difficult to reduce switching current in complex logic blocks, especially in high-speed pipelined chains. With this background, a feasible method is to distribute feedback loop based voltage regulators all around inside a single die which can be seen a huge penalty to area and power dissipation [11]. For the implementation of DVFS, it is common to use a voltage regulator such as in DC/DC converter and a low dropout (LDO) regulator to manage in-chip voltage switching, both of which still bring large performance overhead [12]. All these regulators are designed in analog circuit which is sensitive to in-chip noise and the variations of temperature and dimension. Even though recent work [13, 14] have used digital-assisted techniques to reduce circuit cost and influence from the coupling noise, switch noise and variation, the implementation of voltage regulation cannot fully escape analog blocks. To reduce the cost and design difficulty from in-chip, the technique of off-chip power regulation has been developed [15]. It uses decoupling capacitors to reduce the noise due to chip package. The disadvantages of this techniques is increasing the design difficulty of printed circuit board (PCB) considering signal reflection on board and the noise from off-chip passive
devices. Specially, for the operation of DVFS, the response time of voltage switching using off-chip power regulation is larger than that using in-chip one which may result in incorrect data transmission during frequency scaling or boosting. Overall, it is desirable to propose other low cost power regulation methods which are different to current strategies.

1.3 Overview of Multiple Logic Styles

Static logic is the most classic logic style which has been widely used in both academia and industry since PMOS transistor is invented [16]. The logic diagram of static logic is shown in Figure 1.1 (a), which uses PMOS and NMOS transistors to build a complementary topology. PMOS transistors and NMOS transistors are responsible to enable logic high and low, respectively. Static logic is friendly to the algorithms of automatic placement and routing (APR) and circuit debugging due to its single signal path without differential signal. However, static logic has several disadvantages as follows:

1) For the multi-input NOR gate, the cascade PMOS transistor will largely reduce the switch speed due to the body effect increasing threshold voltage;

2) The single logic stage cannot output the functions such as AND and OR directly;

3) Logic high has to be evaluated by PMOS transistors which is slower than NMOS transistors;

4) The layout height of a pitch cell is sensitive to the complexity of combinational logic.

Given above disadvantages, other logic styles have been introduced with the consideration of specific design metrics. To save power dissipation and design area, pass transistor (PT) logic is proposed [17]. This logic style is highly suitable for the design of multiplexer (MUX) with long bit length and faster than static logic. For the implementation of switch function, NMOS transistor only, PMOS transistor only and complementary metal oxide silicon (CMOS) transmission gate
are three types of PT logic as shown in Figure 1.1 (b). Due to the threshold voltage in both NMOS and PMOS transistors, PT logic in PMOS transistor only and NMOS transistor only cannot output perfect logic low and logic high, respectively. This imperfect transmission can be calibrated by the inverter based restorer at the cost of power and latency. Thus, PT logic based on CMOS TG is the mainstream method to confirm correct signal flow. Note that in the illustrated logic diagrams, only AND operation is achieved. In PT logic, OR operation is simply achieved by interconnection. Using AND and OR, any Boolean logic can be achieved. The disadvantages of PT logic are weak capability of driven-in which restricts that PT logic is mostly used in the end of a logic chain, and leakage current corresponding to a TG in switch-off state which may charge the following circuits and lead to transmission error under high-speed operation if there is no discharge path available to it.

Pseudo NMOS logic is developed to reduce the layout height of a pitch cell and speed up logic switching [18]. The logic diagram is shown in Figure 1.1 (c). The logic is only evaluated by NMOS transistor array. The top PMOS transistor is always turn-on being responsible to output logic high. Due to the resistance from the turn-on PMOS transistor, this logic cannot achieve perfect logic low. In some specific layout placement with the restriction of block height, pseudo NMOS logic is a desired candidate.

In the design of state of art central processing unit (CPU), differential digital signal is widely used to suppress the transmission noise [19]. Differential cascade voltage switch logic (DCVSL) can output differential signal and speed up logic switching compared to static logic. The logic diagram of DCVSL is shown in Figure 1.1 (d). Same as pseudo NMOS logic, the logic is fully evaluated by NMOS transistor array. The cross coupled connection of two PMOS transistors mitigates the static power dissipated in those turn-off transistors. The disadvantage of DCVSL is
the cost of transistors. Another interesting application is that under four-phase clocked power, DCVSL is changed to efficient charge recovery logic (ECRL), which is one of adiabatic logic with the purpose of low power operation [20]. The problem of adiabatic logic is that its output signals are not standard pulse signals and thus not compatible to standard digital blocks.

Speaking of adiabatic logic, another logic style achieving slow charge and discharge is positive feedback adiabatic logic (PFAL) as shown in Figure 1.1 (e) [21]. It is built by an inverter based latch and differential logic evaluation block using NMOS transistors. Unlike the design of static random access memory (SRAM) with two transistors used for controlling the signal from the word line (WL), PFAL under dc power supply cannot work well due to the cycled data flow in the latch with the weak control in the output nodes. However, in four-phase operation of adiabatic logic, it provides both hold and wait stages to give the latch enough time for logic evaluation and avoiding unstable logic state. Once the correct signal is obtained in the output nodes after logic evaluation, the unwanted dynamic power dissipation can be reduced compared to ECRL. The disadvantage of PFAL is the same as that of ECRL, which is the cost of transistors.

Adiabatic logic is the strategy with the purpose of energy-efficient design. If the high-speed processing is the design priority, domino logic is a great choice [22]. The logic diagram of domino logic is shown in Figure 1.1 (f). Unlike the previously described logic styles which safely use the same topology stage by stage, a domino logic chain uses NMOS transistors and PMOS transistors as the evaluation block stage by stage. Same as adiabatic logic, domino logic is supplied under clocked power. However, the clocked power used for domino logic is the standard pulse signal to let a domino logic chain work for pre-charge and logic evaluation stage by stage. The disadvantage of this logic is the increase of noise sensitivity since the transistor’s capacitor cannot be always perfectly charged or discharged for logic evaluation under high-speed working.
Figure 1.1 Logic diagram of (a) static logic, (b) three types of PT logic, (c) pseudo NMOS logic, (d) DCVSL under dc power or ECRL under clocked power, (e) PFAL, (f) domino logic. F and F’ in circuits are pull-down and pull-up blocks built by NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively.
Besides above logic, other novel logic combining some of described logic styles have been reported [23, 24, 25] with the specific consideration of design metrics.

Figure 1.2 (a) shows the dc transfer curves of the inverter designed by the described logic styles using TSMC 180nm technology with 1fF capacitor load. We conclude that for static logic, PT logic based CMOS TG, DCVSL and domino logic, their transfer characteristics well support the logic operations and have large noise margins. Among these, PT logic shows the best transfer characteristic considering the switching current during logic switch. However, unlike other logic styles, PT logic cannot adjust the transfer curve through customizing transistors’ dimensions. The transfer curve of pseudo NMOS logic matches the previous analysis that it cannot output perfect logic low. The feasible methods to mitigate this phenomenon are increasing the width of the top PMOS transistors at the cost of area and connecting a buffer at the cost of delay. For PFAL, it is obvious that it is not suitable to be worked under normal dc power supply as previous analysis. Figure 1.2 (b) shows the scattered plot of both power dissipation and gate delay of the inverter based on described logic styles. We observe both two adiabatic logic, ECRL and PFAL, can save more power than other logic except PT logic. ECRL works faster than PFAL. For normal digital logic, if both power and delay issues are considered, PT logic, static and DCVSL are desired candidates. If only the work speed is concerned, domino logic and PT logic should be used.

Another important design metrics is the capability of driven-in, which decides the allowable fan-out. Specially, in the VLSI design of parallel and distributed architectures, a large fan-out is necessary. A very common strategy to evaluate this metrics is the simulation of fan-out of four (FO4) [26]. For this strategy, two methods are widely used. The first one is sizing FO4, which is using four inverters in pipelined connection with the transistors’ dimensions being doubled stage by stage. Another one is branching FO4 as shown in Figure 1.3 (a), which is using
Figure 1.2 Simulation of the inverter based on described logic styles, (a) transfer curve in dc sweep, (b) performance evaluation of power dissipation and delay.
Figure 1.3 FO4 simulation, (a) test circuit, (b) performance evaluation of power dissipation and delay.
four parallel inverters as the output load of the inverter in the first stage. All transistors’ dimensions are the same in this method. In our evaluation, we use branching FO4 method for the performance evaluation. Figure 1.3 (b) shows the scattered plot of both power dissipation and logic delay of FO4 simulation. Considering power issue, ECRL and PFAL are still more energy-efficient than other logic. An observation is that in the simulation of the single inverter shown in Figure 1.2 (b), PT logic shows an advantageous performance compared to other logic. However, in FO4 simulation, the performance degradation of PT logic is large due to the weak capability of drive-in. In addition, the signal integrity of PT logic is the worst in FO4 simulation which may lead to incorrect data transmission. The performance of speed in domino logic is also largely degraded in FO4 simulation since the capacitor existed for evaluation is not large enough to drive a large fan-out, which is the main reason explaining that dynamic logic is more suitable used for pipelined structure than the paralleled structure.

In summary, considering low power design, two adiabatic logic, PFAL and ECRL, are two desired strategies, in both of which the signal type, however, is not the standard digital signal. If pipelined structure is applied with the priority of high-speed, domino logic should be used. It is better to use static logic and DCVSL when the trading-off between power and latency is the design concern. When the circuit is located in the back end of the block with a small fan-out, PT logic is the best selection. For some layout placement with the limited height of the pitched cells, pseudo NMOS logic should be taken into the consideration.

1.4 Circuit Design for Logarithmic Computation

Signal process in binary domain is the industry standard of designing computing VLSI chips. The entire design flow, which is from the pre-silicon entry using hardware description language (HDL) or customized schematic to the final sign-off is maturely supported by advanced
electronic design automation (EDA) tools. However, with the overloaded computation introduced in recent applications, digital binary based computing has behaved low computing efficiency such as the multiplication with long bit length and non-linear computation.

In some specific applications, system can tolerate a little bit error that does not influence the performance visibly [27, 28]. Thus, some approximated computations can be applied in specific applications. A very interesting theory is that a binary number can be converted in the form of a logarithmic code which can be processed by the following task with conversion error. This theory has been used to simplify multiplication and division [29, 30]. Figure 1.4 shows the performance comparison of the full adder (FA) based multipliers in both binary and logarithmic domains under 100MHz operation. We observe that the multiplication in logarithmic domain can largely reduce power dissipation and computation latency when the bit length is increase. Several work have been done to reduce the conversion error, which is the main concern of the computation in logarithmic domain. One strategy is to use a multi-step function to further increase the conversion accuracy [31-34]. SanGregory et al. [35] used another curve to approximate the logarithmic curve instead of the linear function used for the generation of the fraction part. Iteration can mitigate the approximated error step-by-step at the cost of long computation time [36]. Lookup table (LUT) is also used to suppress the conversion error [37] but it introduces additional memory array. In addition, the search method for the logarithmic conversion has been studied with the purpose of effectively using LUT [38]. Programmable logic array (PLA) has also been used [39, 40]. This method can accelerate the design but it does not introduce the circuit optimization due to the restriction of already-defined logic gates in PLAs. For the VLSI circuit design, the leading-one detector (LOD) is widely used for determining both the integer part and fraction part [41, 42, 43]. The leading-one detector is the pipelined circuit using MUX and AND gates to search the first
Figure 1.4 Performance comparison of the multiplication in both binary and logarithmic domains using TSMC 180nm technology, (a) power dissipation, (b) computation latency. Logarithmic conversion in this simulation is based on Mitchell’s algorithm without any calibration.
high-bit for any given binary number. The computation time is highly dependent on both the word length and the location of the first high-bit.

1.5 Overview of Optimization in ALU Design

ALU is one of the important blocks in present computer systems [44, 45]. Especially in graphics processing unit (GPU), products are embedded over 10 ALUs in order to strengthen computing ability [46, 47]. How to address the trade-off between several metrics such as power dissipation, computing latency and maximum fan-out is important. Based on this, ALU is designed also in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process to effectively mitigate static power dissipation [48]. Furthermore, the application of dual-voltage has been reported to allow some non-critical blocks or paths to operate under lower power at the cost of computation speed [49]. Back gate forward biasing method has been used in ALU design [50, 51], which increases the speed by reducing transistors’ threshold voltage. The method of bit-partition is used for reducing the pipeline stages to speed up the entire computing.

Another concern is how to suppress the possible occurrence of error during operation, adaptive clock has been utilized to avoid setup and hold violations [52]. The block diagram expressing this technique is shown in Figure 1.5 (a). It uses built-in current sensors applied in checkpoints to drive voltage-controlled delay block to prevent clock signal or logic signal reaching to the next flip flop early or lately. Besides, the ALU design using signal latency in internal computing flow as the detective signal for error calibration has also been proposed [53]. Figure 1.5 (b) shows this calibration method. It uses XOR gates to detect if the clock signal has deviation between two flip flops. Once clock error is detected, using clock gating, the internal combinational logic will be stopped to wait for new clock signal generated by phase lock loop (PLL). This techniques is highly suitable to be used for avoiding error due to clock skew and jitter. However,
Figure 1.5 Two digital calibration methods, (a) adaptive clock, (b) delay-aware feedback loop.
both of two described methods are available at checkpoint in critical paths considering circuit cost, which means errors occurring in other non-check paths or stages cannot be removed.

1.6 Circuit Design for Neural Computation

The hardware implementation of neural computation is widely studied. The main difficulties are design strategy of robust neural cells and how to address both matrix multiplication with large size and accurate activation functions in a given network at low circuit cost.

1.6.1 MIFG MOESFET based Neuron-Like Cell

The MIFG MOSFET has two gate layers [54]. The bottom one is the floating gate, which is over the transistor channel, and directly controls the conduction of carriers in the channel. The top gate layer is the input gate over the oxide. To obtain multiple inputs, the top layer is deposited as individual gates during fabrication so that each of them can serve as an input port of the device. The oxide layer isolating a floating gate and several input gates can be seen as an array of coupling capacitors to control the surface potential of the channel. Both device and equivalent circuit model of an MIFG MOSFET are shown in Figure 1.6. The on/off state of the transistor is decided by the surface potential on the floating gate similar to a traditional CMOS transistor. The surface potential itself is determined by both coupling capacitors and multiple inputs. For a single MIFG MOSFET, its surface potential, \( \Phi_f \), can be expressed as follows [55]:

\[
\Phi_f = \frac{C_1 V_1 + C_2 V_2 + \ldots + C_n V_n}{C_{ox} + C_1 + C_2 + \ldots + C_n + C_p}
\]  

(1.1)

where \( V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_n \) represent multiple voltages which are inputs to top gate layer. Their corresponding coupling capacitors are \( C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n \), all of which are contributed by the oxide layer isolating the floating gate and each top input gate. \( C_{ox} \) and \( C_p \) are the capacitors between the floating gate and the substrate, and parasitic capacitor, respectively. \( C_p \) can be safely removed
Figure 1.6 MIFG MOSFET, (a) device symbol, (b) equivalent circuit model.
since its value is much smaller than the rest of capacitors. For \( C_{ox} \), when the dimension of an MIFG MOSFET is small, we can neglect \( C_{ox} \). While in analog VLSI design using MIFG MOSFETs, some transistors’ dimensions may be relatively large to assure that all transistors work in correct region of operation. In this case, \( C_{ox} \) should be seriously taken into consideration. Normally, one effective method to suppress the non-linearity from \( C_p \) and \( C_{ox} \) is to set \( C_1, C_2, \ldots , C_n \) to large values.

For a binary decision neuron (BDN), its output can be expressed as follows:

\[
Y = f\left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i X_i - S \right)
\]

(1.2)

where \( X_i \) is input signal and is weighted by \( W_i \). \( S \) is the threshold value of BDN. \( f(x) \) is the activation function, which outputs the final result. If we map \( W_i \) and \( X_i \) in Equation (1.2) to \( C_i \) and \( V_i \) in Equation (1.1), respectively and \( S \) in Equation (1.2) to the threshold voltage in a MOSFET, a circuit designed by MIFG MOSFETs can be built as a spike neuron. The designs of neuron-like cells have been reported \([56, 57, 58]\), in which a transistor’s state is decided by the multiple inputs so that the design diversity can be improved significantly, and thus the single block with multi-application can be achieved. The very obvious disadvantage of the MIFG MOSFET based circuit is the area cost due to coupling capacitors.

1.6.2 Implementation of Complex Neural Network

Convolution neural network (CNN), and LSTM network which is one of extensive recurrent neural network (RNN), are two typical algorithms with complex network, and overload matrix multiplications and activation functions. Current work in VLSI implementation of CNN are mainly based on digital binary domain \([59-62]\). The hardware implementations of LSTM mostly use field-programmable gate array (FPGA) platform \([63, 64, 65]\). The computation speed of LSTM in FPGAs is mainly restricted by both fixed digital gates operating at \(~100\text{MHz}\) global
clock, and thus is lower than that in application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design. Shin et al. [66] presented a neural processor that can implement LSTM in deep sub-micron CMOS technology. Especially, to avoid large latency introduced by matrix multiplication and activation functions in this work, both LUT and register array are used in advance to store all possible results of product and quantization codes. In conclusion, most of the practical work for neural computation use digital signal processing (DSP). Memristor based crossbar has been also introduced to speed up neural computation to transmit and process current signals with the aid of mixed signal CMOS circuits [67, 68]. However, to the best of our understanding, the compatibility of memristor and CMOS in fabrication is not yet established. Very little work [69, 70, 71] are reported on the fabrication of memristor based circuits with the verification of simple computation. It proves that current neural network with huge computation cannot be implemented by memristor if practical hardware implementation is to be considered.

Analog signal processing (ASP) is an alternative method to achieve neural computation. Neuron-like analog cells have been reported to implement neural computation [72-75]. To make ASP to work for complex neural networks reliably, Amant et al. [76] proposed an analog computation method. However, to match the external digital blocks, the signal interface implemented by digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and analog-to-digital converter (ADC), increases circuit area and power dissipation, and restricts the maximum frequency due to trading-off between effective number of bits (ENOB) and sample rate in ADC. In addition, it is very difficult to embed too many high-speed ADCs and DACs in a single VLSI chip due to the restriction of both power density and chip area. If we do not take signal interface into consideration and only compare between ASP and DSP addressing complex neural computation, ASP has several advantages over DSP:
1) A single analog signal can represent the digital signal with multiple bits after D/A conversion;

2) Current neural algorithms involve lots of non-linear activation functions, which are easier to be implemented in analog VLSI than that in digital VLSI;

3) Matrix multiplication, which is widely used in neural computations, implemented in analog design is much faster than that in digital design.

However, the use of DACs and ADCs as signal interface connecting to external digital blocks adds real estate to the chip, and computation latency.

1.7 Goals and Objectives

Several VLSI techniques used for high-performance computation are discussed in this dissertation, from the perspective of voltage regulation, adiabatic logic, computation beyond binary domain and MIFG MOSFET.

Chapter 2 develops a novel power regulation method called as ‘switchable pin’ to compensate IR droop resulted from the complex placement and routing at low circuit cost. Both simulation and chip test results are presented.

In Chapter 3, a novel calibration used for logarithmic conversion is proposed. A logarithmic converter under dual-mode working (ECRL and DCVSL) is designed. Both simulation and chip test results are presented.

Chapter 4 explains a novel design of the ALU using MIFG based neural-like cells. Both post-layout simulation results and sensitivity study are reported.

Chapter 5 uses ASP with MIFGs to design a LSTM network being compatible to digital blocks. A novel signal interface without traditional ADC or DAC is also introduced. Both post-layout simulation and sensitivity study are reported.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work presented and scope for future work.

Appendix A is the MOSIS level 7 CMOS model parameters of AMI 500nm and TSMC 180nm technologies for PSpice simulations. Appendix B summarizes the proposed design flow of APR with Verilog entry and customized schematic entry using Mentor Graphics EDA and PSpice tools under Window operation system. Appendix C describes the method of error test in PSpice simulations.
CHAPTER 2
SWITCHABLE PIN USED FOR POWER REGULATION IN CHIP-MULTIPROCESSOR

From the perspective of voltage regulation working for current VLSI chips with multi-core, complex placement and routing lead to irregular power supply, and thus obviously affect the reliable computation in chips. This work will present a low circuit cost method using the proposed switchable pins to dynamically compensate IR droop and transmit data inside die. The main contribution lies in the analysis of the IR droop in chip-multiprocessors, power delivery network (PDN) modeling, customized pad design, post-layout simulations and fabricated chip testing.

2.1 Analysis of IR Droop

Complex placement and routing, finite width of wire and contact resistance will cause voltage loss in chips. Previous theoretical study has proved that voltage droop can influence the performance of data transmission [77]. The current integrated circuit (IC) fabrication allows multi-layer process in silicon wafers to release the pressure of routing and placement. But complex interconnect/contact and inductor effect under high frequency degrade voltage distribution in chips. Figure 2.1 shows the cross-section view of power supply interconnection using multiple layers. The voltage loss can be described by the following equation:

\[ V_{\text{loss}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} R_{c,i} i_w + \rho_w \frac{l}{w} i_w + Z_L i_w \]  

(2.1)

where \( m \) is the number of metal layers, \( R_{c,i} \) is the contact resistance, \( i_w \) is the current flowing...
Figure 2.1 Cross-section view of power supply interconnection using multiple layers.
through the wire, \( l \) and \( w \) are the length and width of the globally top wire interconnected, respectively. \( Z_L \) is the impedance of inductor in globally top interconnection. The three terms in Equation (2.1) reflect the voltage loss contributed by contacts, wire resistance, inductor effect under high frequency, respectively.

To estimate the voltage loss in chips, we make following considerations:

1) The parameters of fabrication process we use for estimation is Predictive Transistor Model (PTM) [78];

2) The global wire serving for power supply is straight without complex rotation, which means we ignore mutual inductance effect between neighboring wires. The parameters of interconnect for the selected fabrication process are extracted as in [79];

3) We consider 10 multi-layers in a chip. The top and bottom layers are used as global layer and the layer supplying power to sub-block, respectively;

4) The voltage loss due to inductor at high frequencies includes dynamic loss and static loss as well [80]. Here we only focus on static loss, which means for the loss due to inductor effect, absolute value of impedance is taken into estimation without the consideration of phase;

5) We select a virtual core which has 100 million transistors. For each transistor, we use the minimum dimension in the selected process. Considering gaps between adjacent transistors/sub-blocks, the area of the virtual core is close to \( 1.2 \times 100 \) million transistors. For a single transistor, DRC rules cannot be neglected, we explore currently mainstream layout of a single transistor with the strategy of saving area, the area of a single transistor is \( (1.5 \times l) \times (3 \times w) \);

6) Largest voltage loss happens in the geometrical center of the virtual chip;

7) For a virtual chip-multiprocessor, we set that there are 2, 4, 6, 8 virtual cores corresponding to 32nm, 20nm, 10nm, and 7nm technologies, respectively.
Guided by above considerations from (1) to (7), we can calculate the voltage droop in the virtual single core and chip-multiprocessor using various sub-nanometer technologies, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). We observe that the voltage loss increases with the frequency due to inductance effect. It is anticipated that if emerging chips work under ultra-high frequency, or have too many layers, voltage loss will be continuously increased. Another issue which needs to be analyzed is the relationship between voltage loss and computation latency in chips. In this work, we mainly study how voltage loss influences rise and fall times, which are significant factors determining computation latency. The mathematical relationship can be shown as follows [81]:

\[
t_f = t_r = \frac{2C_L}{\beta(V_{DD} - |V_{TH}|)} \left[ \frac{|V_{TH}| - 0.1V_{DD}}{V_{DD} - |V_{TH}|} \right] + 0.5\ln \left( \frac{19V_{DD} - 20|V_{TH}|}{V_{DD}} \right)
\]  

(2.2)

Current digital VLSI is based on static logic and the load capacitance is mostly contributed by the equivalent gate capacitance of the next stage. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the growth rate of computation latency calculated at 1GHz using PTM under the influence of voltage loss. It can be concluded that if no voltage compensation is used for VLSI chips, voltage droop will seriously influence their computation performance. The mainstream strategy to avoid this problem is embedding in-chip voltage regulators. However, this method is at the cost of power dissipation and real estate.

2.2 Overview of Switchable Pin

Normally, a complex function digital VLSI chip has one power pad, one ground pad, one clock pad, and several I/O pads used for data communication. This feature can maximize the bandwidth of data transmission for a specific package. However, only one pair of pads used for power supply cannot guarantee each sub-block to work under a perfect voltage as analyzed in Section 2.1. An interesting observation is that for a processor, it does not always need large bandwidth due to different states [82]. Under some specific instructions, some data pins will be in
Figure 2.2 IR droop simulations, (a) voltage loss ratio depending on various processes, (b) growth rate of fall/rise time depending on various processes at 1GHz.
idle state. That is where we can bring over the novel switchable pin concept. We can set several I/O pads dynamically switch between traditional data transmission and power supply. During the time of large bandwidth required, the I/O pad behaves like the normal one. While the required bandwidth is reduced, some of I/O pads will be changed to power pads to compensate the voltage loss in chips.

The verification of the correct data transmission between processors and memories is the key problem when applying switchable pins in system-on-chip (SoC). Our solution is that when some of I/O pads are used for power delivery, the rest of I/O pads not only still work for the original data lines, but also need to transmit the data from the switched lines. To achieve this method, two groups of paralleled switches, which are located in-chip and off-chip, are needed. Figure 2.3 shows the conceptual diagram of our design. We define two modes which are data mode and power mode. In data model, only $S_{data}$ is enabled, the entire system works as usual, that the original core is supplied by one power pad and all I/O pads are working for data transmission, and the supported core is in idle state. In power mode, both $S_{power}$ and $S_{data,i}$ are enabled. Our switchable pins begin to work, some of I/O pads belonging to the original core will start to be used as virtual power pads for the supported core. In this mode, step-by-step data transmission in the original core is achieved by limited I/O pads with the aid of clock shifter. We set the off-chip switches thereby letting all of storage units receive data in power mode step by step. The signal from each data line has to pass three switches at the cost of delay. But this method avoids the modification of both decoder and controller in memory.

There are two feasible options including tri-state buffers, and CMOS TGs to achieve switchable function. A tri-state buffer can perform better signal integrity than the CMOS switch at the latency cost. However, we cannot ignore the delay issue. Our modification between in-chip
and off-chip has brought large delay to data transmission. Thus, we make a tradeoff that we choose a CMOS TG with a buffer instead of a tri-state buffer to balance delay and signal integrity.

For the right group with off-chip switches shown in Figure 2.3, we have two strategies. First method is adding an independent chip of paralleled switches between processor and memory. The advantage of this idea is to keep away from the modification of memory so as to reduce the difficulty encountered in memory design. We define this as a ‘three-chip’ model. The second one is embedding paralleled switches into memory chip. This can reduce delay between processor and memory intuitively since it eliminates an extra package. We define this as a ‘two-chip’ model.

2.3 Performance Evaluation using PDN

For the modeling of PDN, in [83], the core is disassembled to build a detailed network for in-chip power distribution, while in [84], a systematic model is proposed, which includes chip package and PCB. We mainly predict the signal integrity of the proposed idea, we assume that all signals that start from the output of in-chip and end in the I/O pins of memory are ideal. Based on this assumption, monitoring signals going through package and PCB are much more important than that going through in-chip circuits. Thus, the systematic model is suitable for our prediction.

We build two models corresponding to ‘three-chip’ model and ‘two-chip’ model, respectively. Figure 2.4 shows two proposed models and an ideal model without switchable pins. To determine each parameter in our models, we mainly use datasheet of TSMC 180nm fabrication process to set pad frame model. For PCB environment, we use classical C4 package, which is still the mainstream package. We use the work in [85] to set our C4 package including bump and its wire. For via, we use the industry standard model [86]. The major parasitic parameters in via are inductance and capacitance. These two parameters can be calculated as follows [87]:

\[
C_{\text{via}} = \frac{1.41 \varepsilon TD_1}{D_2 - D_1} \quad (2.3)
\]
Figure 2.3 Conceptual diagram of SoC with switchable pins.
Figure 2.4 Power delivery network, (a) ‘two-chip’ mode, (b) ‘three-chip’ mode, (c) normal mode without switchable pins.
\[ L_{\text{via}} = 5.08h \left[ \ln \left( \frac{4h}{d} \right) + 1 \right] \]  

(2.4)

where \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are the diameters of via pad and anti-pad, respectively, \( h \) is the length of via, \( d \) is the diameter of via barrier and \( T \) is the thickness of PCB.

Properly using the dimensional restriction of PCB design, we define each dimensional parameter of via as shown in Table 2.1. Then we can obtain capacitance is 0.5pF and inductance is 1.02nH. The entire parameters in our models are shown in Table 2.2. Figure 2.5 shows the simulation results of signal attenuation. We notice that the performance of data transmission in WRITE mode is better than that in READ mode. For READ mode, signal attenuation drops quickly when frequency exceeds 1GHz. This is acceptable since that current mainstream DDR3 only runs under 900MHz [88]. From the view of signal integrity, ‘two-chip’ model is a good choice. The cost of this method needs to add paralleled switches into memory in order to confirm correct data transmission. But we do not need to modify decoder and controller in memory as mentioned before.

We also plot the performance of the model without switchable pin. It can be seen that our switchable pin keeps the signal integrity in acceptable range, especially at low frequency operation.

2.4 Customized Design of I/O Pad

We have discussed how switchable pin works in SoC and modeled its PDN. One thing cannot be ignored is that, unlike the traditional function of I/O pads, which connect the gates of transistors to drive logic circuits, or the output stage in chip, in our work, some I/O pads will dynamically connect the power node of circuits. Since a CMOS transistor is a voltage-control device, in which the resistance of gate is extremely high, current through the gate is negligible. But the route of power supply will generate large dynamic current in complex logic processing. For achieving switchable function, the bi-directional pad seems to be a candidate. When power supplies to in-chip, the p-MOSEFT in buffer will tolerate huge current like power pad does.
Table 2.1 Summary of dimension in via

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>4.4F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>50mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$</td>
<td>20mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2$</td>
<td>32mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>10mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Summary of parameters in PDN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R_{ESD}$</th>
<th>50k(\Omega)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{PAD}$</td>
<td>250fF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{BUMP}$</td>
<td>30m(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{BUMP}$</td>
<td>0.2pF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{BUMP}$</td>
<td>60pH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{BONDWIRE}$</td>
<td>90m(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{BONDWIRE}$</td>
<td>0.02pF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{BONDWIRE}$</td>
<td>2.58nH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{VIA}$</td>
<td>1.02nH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{VIA}$</td>
<td>0.5pF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>40ps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>50(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{matched}$</td>
<td>500k(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{DRAM}$</td>
<td>0.5nH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{DRAM}$</td>
<td>300fF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{AC}$</td>
<td>50(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{WIRE}$</td>
<td>100(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.5 Simulation results of signal attenuation using the proposed PDN, (a) READ, (b) WRITE.
However, a normal transistor cannot drive that large current. Based on this analysis, original bi-direction I/O pad is not suitable for our design.

This can be addressed by modifying p-MOSEFT in buffer design as follows:

1) We can use numerous transistors in parallel to average a huge current going through each one at the cost of pad area;

2) To tolerate huge current, the power MOSEFT is a good choice [89]. But the delay in power MOSFET is larger than that in traditional MOS transistor [90];

3) For the current technology of IC package, analog signal transmission in pad frame can be achieved by metal interconnection without logic gates. The allowable current in analog I/O pad is much larger than that in digital I/O pads.

Deep looking into mainstream analog pad, typically only one layer metal is enough. To safely drive a chip reducing the risk of pad breakdown, we integrate six wide metal layers to let current go through. We also need to control signal direction by the proposed pad. The novelty of our following approach lies in combining a traditional bi-direction I/O pad and an analog pad with multiple metal layers. The circuit diagram and the layout view of the proposed pad are shown in Figure 2.6 (a) and (b), respectively. In the modified I/O pad, we set two routes, one is traditional output port using a tri-state buffer and the other one is six metal layers used for the power supply. When Data_IO_EN is high, the tri-state buffer is enabled to make signal going from in-chip to off-chip. During Data_IO_EN is low, the data route will be blocked, and off-chip power will drive the supported core. It can be concluded that this redesign can tolerate a large current due to in-chip gates through six metal layers overlapping at the cost of signal integrity. When data normally come from off-chip to in-chip, there is no buffer to buff the signal. To evaluate the response time of the proposed pad, we compare the delays of analog pad, traditional bi-direction pad, power pad, and
Figure 2.6 Redesigned I/O pad used for both data transmission and power supply, (a) logic diagram, (b) layout view, (c) delay comparison with standard cells.
power MOSFET based pad and our redesign as shown in Figure 2.6 (c). From the results, we can see that our design is faster than bi-direction pad, power MOSFET based pad and power pad. Even though analog pad is the fastest, our modification can confirm for the signal integrity from in-chip to off-chip with direction control. Since our modification only occurs in the logic block of I/O pad without the change in electrostatic discharge (ESD) part, there is no risk of transistor breakdown due to unwanted spike voltage.

2.5 Circuit Verification

2.5.1 Post-Layout Simulations

For the circuit design, we used the openMSP430 (a 16-bit microcontroller) [91] as the single core. The design technology is TSMC 180nm CMOS. The design flow is briefly explained in Appendix B.1.

The layout diagram is shown in Figure 2.7, in which 12 of 16 I/O pads are switchable pins. We design two single cores referring to an original core and a supported core. One real power pad only serves for the original core. The supported core will be powered under power mode using switchable pins.

The additional circuits to control switchable pins include paralleled switches and clock tree to shift enable signal achieving step-by-step data transmission during power mode. The resistance of the switch should be as small as possible. However, the dimension of the switch does not need to be very large with the consideration of delay. Clock block is designed by paralleled shift registers as in our previous work [92]. To precisely recognize and control two modes, we add a non-overlapping block [93] in the end of shift register to avoid two modes working at the same time causing data competition.
Figure 2.7 Layout view of two MSP430 cores, in which 12 of 16 I/O pads are modified as switchable pins.

Table 2.3 Summary of testing cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N_{swp}</th>
<th>N_{data_busy}</th>
<th>N_{data_normal}</th>
<th>N_{data_power}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWP_8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP_10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP_12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP_14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How many switchable pins can work properly for the given chip deserves to be studied. We define the number of switchable pins as $N_{swp}$, the number of unchanged I/O pads helping data transmission of switched lines in power model as $N_{data\_busy}$, the number of unchanged I/O pads still working normally in power mode as $N_{data\_normal}$. For those pads serving for the data transmission of switched lines in power mode, each pad is responsible for transmitting $N_{data\_power}$ data sources (include the data belonging itself). We also define multiple cases corresponding to the number of switchable pins in the chip. The principle is that we fully use those unchanged I/O pads for data transmission in power mode as much as we can. Guided by this, several cases are described in Table 2.3.

For area issue, the two cores occupy around 6.63mm$^2$ and the extra area brought by extra circuits corresponding to SWP_8, SWP_10, SWP_12, and SWP_14, are 0.1257mm$^2$, 0.1263mm$^2$, 0.1281mm$^2$, and 0.1319mm$^2$, respectively.

For the post-layout simulations of power issue, we input random signals to all input ports to obtain various dynamic current going through the single core. Figure 2.8 (a) shows the dynamic current simulation in the case of SWP_8. In power mode, the entire power can be roughly doubled compared to data model due to the fact that two cores are the same so that the current generated by each core is approximately identical. For different cases, current in additional blocks is always much smaller than that in two cores. Thus, no matter how many I/O pads are used as switchable pins, power is always seen to be doubled roughly when the chip is working under power mode. So this proves that our switchable pins can be seen as a dynamic power supply as the traditional power pad does. The response time for mode transmission is very small. Only if we do not need very fast transmission between two modes, this mode delay will be ignored. Figure 2.8 (b) shows extra power dissipation introduced by clock block and switches corresponding to four cases which are
described in Table 2.3. From the results, we can see that extra circuit does not bring large power dissipation to the entire system, and overall power dissipation of extra circuits does not exceed 7% of the whole power dissipation of the entire chip.

For the issue of voltage compensation, we mainly monitor the voltage distribution in the supported core which is powered by the switchable pins and far from power pad. Thus, we let the supported core be supplied by both power pad and switchable pins to compare voltage distribution. APR in Tanner Layout-Edit is row-by-row style. Thus, we sample the supplied voltages of all rows under both power pad and switchable pins. Using these sampled supplied voltages, we compute mean value and standard deviation under several cases as shown in Figure 2.8 (c) and (d). We can see that the proposed switchable pin does compensate IR droop, and thus provides the supported core better power supply than the power pad does.

Signal integrity is another important issue evaluating the proposed switchable pin. Additionally we define another two cases, SWP_0_C1, and SWP_0_C2. SWP_0_C1 which represents only one core in chip without switchable pin. SWP_0_C2 refers that both cores supplied under only one power pad normally without switchable pin. For all cases, we need to compare WRITE and READ in both power and data modes. Figure 2.9 shows our test results. We see that the performance of WRITE stage is better than that of READ stage, which follows the previous PDN simulations. From the circuit point of view, this phenomenon is due to, in WRITE stage, data that goes from in-chip to off-chip, is buffered via tri-state buffer in pads. In READ stage, there is no buffer block in pads since we modify the original I/O pad. Thus, data going from off-chip to in-chip is not as clean as data with inverse flow. Comparing power mode and data mode, data integrity in data mode is better than in power mode. It is obvious that in data mode, the entire system works like a normal one without switchable pins, only some turned-on CMOS switches
Figure 2.8 Power simulation, (a) current simulation in both data mode and power mode, (b) power dissipation of extra circuits serving for switchable pins, (c) mean value of supplied voltage under power pad and switchable pin supply, (d) standard deviation of supplied voltage under power pad and switchable pin supply.
Figure 2.9 Signal integrity simulation, (a) WRITE in power mode, (b) WRITE in data mode, (c) READ in power mode, (d) READ in data mode.
contribute delay to data transmission. In power mode, only limited I/O pads are in charge of data transmission. One data line needs to transmit data from several data sources in one period. Thus, inadequate charging and discharging will happen resulting in imperfect signal. Analyzing all of cases in this work, single core chip without switchable pin performs the best. The chip with switchable pins gets an acceptable performance under low and medium clock frequency. Another observation is that, with the increase of switchable pins, the signal attenuation becomes larger due to the shorter time used for data transmission of a single line. Looking into our results, we conclude that SWP_8, SWP_10, and SWP_12 can perform with acceptable signal integrity in both WRITE stage and READ stage. However, in the case of SWP_14, signal attenuation is very large since one I/O route is needed to transfer 8 data routes in power mode.

2.5.2 Chip Testing

Besides post-layout simulations, we also fabricated a 4-bit ALU with the proposed switchable pin to verify the desired function in 500nm CMOS. Figure 2.10 (a) and (b) show its layout view and die photo, respectively. In the design, the 4-bit ALU is separated to two cores, one 2-bit ALU is powered by normal power pad and the other one can be supplied under normal power pad or the proposed switchable pin. Table 2.4 lists the pin location of the fabricated chip. VM, VS0 and VS1 are to decode logic/arithmetic operations. VSW is the switchable pin which can supply power. VDD_EN and VSW_EN are two control signals to decide how to supply the chip inside. Figure 2.11 (a) shows the transient simulations of two cores with the same inputs. We can observe that both two cores can perform correctly in the viewpoint of logic processing. The delay of the core supplied under power pad is larger than that under the proposed switchable pin. Figure 2.11 (b) shows the detailed plot of delay comparison. The delay difference is around 1.97ns. This is resulted from the effective IR compensation contributed by the switchable pin, which can be
Figure 2.10 Fabricated chip with switchable pins, (a) layout view, (b) die photo.

Table 2.4 Pin allocation of the chip in Figure 2.10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>VA3</th>
<th>VA2</th>
<th>VA1</th>
<th>VA0</th>
<th>VB3</th>
<th>VB2</th>
<th>VB1</th>
<th>VB0</th>
<th>VM</th>
<th>VS0</th>
<th>VS1</th>
<th>VCIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VO0</td>
<td>VO1</td>
<td>VO2</td>
<td>VO3</td>
<td>VCOU</td>
<td>VDD</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>VSW</td>
<td>VDD_EN</td>
<td>VSW_EN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2.11 Chip test, (a) transient simulation, N0 and N1 represent the outputs of the core supplied under power pad, SWP0 and SWP1 represent the outputs of the core supplied under the proposed switchable pins, (b) delay comparison of two cores, the scales of logic high and low are 5V and 0V, respectively, (c) current monitor in two work modes.
seen also in Figure 2.11 (b). The average voltage compensation is around 119mV. Monitoring the total current going through the chip, when only one core is supplied under power pad, the average current is around 113.6µA, when two cores are supplied under power pad and the proposed switchable pin, respectively, the average current is around 231.2µA. Figure 2.11 (c) shows the result of current monitor in two modes. Thus, both voltage compensation and power boosting due to the proposed switchable pins are verified, which are same as the previous post-layout simulations.

2.6 Conclusion

This work presents a novel concept of switchable pin to regulate power distribution in chip multiprocessor at a low cost. We used several sub-nanometer CMOS technology to predict the serious performance degradation caused by voltage loss in complex function chips. With the inspiration of settling more power pads in chip, we proposed the switchable pin and described its fundamental principle. We proved the feasibility of our idea with studying the power delivery network suitable for SoC with switchable pins. Simulation shows that signal attenuation brought by switchable pin is acceptable. Furthermore, based on the problem in our work, I/O pads need to tolerate overlarge current with the purpose of supplying bonus power, we redesigned I/O pads that include output routes using tri-state buffers and power routes using multiple metal layers. Finally, we combined automatic layout flow and manual layout in EDA software to implement our idea at a circuit level. Final test results show that using switchable pins, the power in chip can be doubled without long response time and large voltage loss in pads. Through the simulation for signal integrity, we also found that switchable pins won’t seriously degrade the performance of data transmission, especially under medium frequency (2GHz for WRITE behavior, and 1GHz for READ operation). The work is of first kind and so it has been limited to considerations such as the
PCB design from C4 package and use of 180nm CMOS process. Besides, we fabricated a 4-bit ALU based chip to verify the functions of the proposed switchable pin which is same as the simulation results of post-layout design.
CHAPTER 3
LOGARITHMIC CONVERTER WITH A NOVEL CALIBRATION
SUPPLIED BY DC/CLOCKED POWER

Specific computation in logarithmic domain shows advantageous performance over in
binary domain. In this work, a fixed-binary method to fast calibrate the conversion error based on
Mitchell’s logarithmic conversion is proposed. Based on this calibration, a generally paralleled
circuit structure of the logarithmic converter which can be supplied by both dc power and clocked
power to balance both power dissipation and computation latency is also developed. The proposed
circuit structure is verified through post-layout simulations and fabricated chip testing.

3.1 Study of Logarithmic Conversion

3.1.1 Mitchell’s Algorithm

The logarithmic multiplication and division are described below,

$$\log_2 f_{mul} = \log_2 (a \times b) = \log_2 a + \log_2 b$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$$\log_2 f_{div} = \log_2 (a \div b) = \log_2 a - \log_2 b$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Above two equations show that multiplication and division in binary domain can be
converted to addition and subtraction in logarithmic domain, respectively. This logarithmic
conversion can reduce the design complexity and the computation latency in the circuit
implementation, which is a significant motivation of processing some specific operations in
logarithmic domain.

Part of work is reported in following publications:

1. Z. Zhao, A. Srivastava, L. Peng and S. P. Mohanty, "Calibration method to reduce the error in
12, no. 4, pp. 301-308, 2018.

2. Z. Zhao, A. Srivastava, L. Peng and S. P. Mohanty, "A low-cost mixed clock generator for high
speed adiabatic logic," Proc. 2016 IEEE Computer Society Annual Symposium on VLSI (ISVLSI),
Pittsburgh, PA, USA, pp. 587-590, July 2016.
For any number, it can be factored as follows,

$$X = 2^{X_I} \left( 1 + X_F \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Taking logarithmic conversion of Equation (3.3), we obtain:

$$\log_2 X = X_I + \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $X_I$ is the integer part of the converted number and $\log_2 (1 + X_F)$ contributes the fraction part of the logarithm code. When $X_F$ is between 0 and 1, $\log_2 (1 + X_F)$ can be approximated to $X_F$. Thus, the converted number can be shown as follows,

$$\log_2 X \approx X_I + X_F$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

This is the fundamental theory of Mitchell’s logarithmic conversion [29]. The conversion process can be summarized as follows:

1) Convert the decimal number into a binary number and search for the MSB;

2) Use the digit of the MSB as the integer part of logarithmic code;

3) Copy all of numbers after MSB as the fraction part of logarithmic code.

As an example, take the decimal number 21. Its binary form is 10101. The MSB is in the fourth digit position. According to the described principle, the integer part is 100, and the bits after MSB, 0101 is the fraction part in logarithmic code. Therefore, the converted number is (100.0101)$_2$. It should be noticed that the converted numbers have an error, which will affect the accuracy of the following multiplication or division as analysed in [94]. The conversion error for a single number can be shown as follows,

$$\epsilon = \log_2 (1 + X_F) - X_F$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

If there is no calibration to reduce above conversion error, the average conversion error for a single binary number is 0.0572.
3.1.2 Proposed Calibration

From Equation (3.6), if the base in logarithmic form is 2, the error is always positive and occurs between $2k$ and $2k+1$, where $k$ is any positive integer.

In Equation (3.6), if we add a positive binary code to $X_F$, thereby shifting the error curve down, the conversion error can be described as follows,

$$
\varepsilon_{\text{cal}} = \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right) - \left( X_F + C \right)
$$

(3.7)

where $\varepsilon_{\text{cal}}$ is the new error and $C$ is the calibration code. The average conversion can be computed as follows,

$$
\varepsilon_{\text{cal,avg}} = \frac{1}{X_{\text{high}} - X_{\text{low}}} \int_{X_{\text{low}}}^{X_{\text{high}}} \left[ \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right) - \left( X_F + C \right) \right] dX_F
$$

(3.8)

Equation (3.8) indicates that $X_F$ is located in the interval $[X_{\text{low}}, X_{\text{high}}]$. Since the integral is applied to a pure fraction number, $X_{\text{low}}$ and $X_{\text{high}}$ are 0 and 1, respectively. Note that we choose an absolute value for the integral and in that the introduced binary number will make some part of the conversion error to be negative. If only original value is integrated, the calculated average value is not the real error. Absolute deviation only can reflect the real error.

Setting Equation (3.7) to 0, we obtain a transcendental equation. Using Newton-Raphson method to find the root step by step, two roots can be obtained which are:

$$
\begin{cases}
X_{F1} \approx \frac{-\text{W}(-2^{C-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} - 1 \\
X_{F2} \approx \frac{\text{W}(-2^{C-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} + 2
\end{cases}
$$

(3.9)

where W(x) is the product logarithm function. To make both roots to be the real numbers, the variable in the product logarithm function, $-2^{C-1}\ln 2$, should be larger than $-1/e$ [95]. Under this
restriction, $C$ should be smaller than 0.0861. Equation (3.9) gives two subsection points of the new error curve crossing the X-axis. Thus, Equation (3.8) can be rewritten as follows,

$$
\varepsilon_{cal\_avg} = \int_0^{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)} \left[ X_F + C - \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right) \right] dX_F 
+ \int_{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}^{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2) + 2} \left[ \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right) - \left( X_F + C \right) \right] dX_F 
+ \int_{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}^{2} \left[ X_F + C - \log_2 \left( 1 + X_F \right) \right] dX_F
$$

$$
= \frac{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2) \left( -2 - 4C - \frac{4}{\ln 2} \right) - (5 \ln 2) C - 4.5 \ln 2 - 5}{\ln 2}
+ \frac{6 + \frac{2}{\ln 2} W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2) \ln \left[ 3 + \frac{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} \right]}{\ln 2}
+ \frac{\frac{2}{\ln 2} W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2) \ln \left[ -\frac{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} \right]}{\ln 2}
$$

(3.10)

Taking derivative of above equation with respect of $C$, we obtain,

$$
\frac{\partial \varepsilon_{cal\_avg}}{\partial C} = \frac{-2^{C^{-1}} \left( \ln 2 \right)^2}{\ln 2} \left\{ -2 - 4C - \frac{4}{\ln 2} + \frac{2}{\ln 2} \ln \left[ 3 + \frac{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} \right] \right\}
+ \frac{2}{\ln 2} \ln \left[ -\frac{W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)}{\ln 2} \right]
+ \frac{6 + \frac{2}{\ln 2} W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2) \ln \left[ \frac{1}{3 \ln 2 + W(-2C^{-1} \ln 2)} \right] + \frac{2}{\ln 2}}{\ln 2}
$$

(3.11)

For the variable $C$, in the interval [0, 0.063], Equation (3.11) is negative, while in the interval [0.063, 0.0861], it is positive, so the minimum average error is around 0.0063. Converting this decimal number to a binary number, (0.00010000001)2, is the highly approximated option. Considering that the longer bits contributing to the calibration lead to a more complex circuit block with higher power dissipation, and the LSB in (0.00010000001)2 is a very small fraction number, we remove the LSB and set $C$ to (0.0001)2 as the fixed binary code to implement the calibration.
Figure 3.1 Logarithmic conversion, (a) error curves of Mitchell’s algorithm and the one with the addition of $C$, (b) error curve using the proposed calibration, (c) calibration flow.
Figure 3.1 (a) shows error curves of Mitchell’s algorithm and the one, which is based on Mitchell’s algorithm with the addition of $C$. We notice that when the fraction part, $X_F$ approaches to 0 or 1, the error with $(0.0001)_2$ calibration is larger than that without calibration. Thus, there should be no calibration for $X_F$ in these two areas, which are marked by two subsection points of two curves, $(0.000101)_2$ and $(0.111)_2$, both of which are used to build a piecewise function for the final calibration. Figure 3.1 (b) and (c) show this error curve and its calibration flow, respectively. The proposed calibration only uses a fixed calibration code with a simple case judgement to suppress the conversion error. When $X_F$ is between $(0.000101)_2$ and $(0.111)_2$, the calibration is enabled. Otherwise, the traditional conversion based on Mitchell’s algorithm is still applied without the proposed calibration. Under this piecewise function, the average error computed by Matlab is 0.0155.

3.2 Circuit Implementation

We introduce a highly paralleled circuit structure for the logarithmic converter with the proposed calibration as shown in Figure 3.2. The entire system mainly consists of two parts: logic part and clock part. Logic part works for the logarithmic converter designed by DCVSL. It uses two bridge signals named as $EN$ and $R$, both of which will be introduced later, to obtain non-calibration logarithmic code. The calibration uses case judgement and adder to obtain the final logarithmic code. The power part is designed to supply dc power or four-phase clocked power.

3.2.1 Adiabatic Logic

The way of designing digital logic using DCVSL under dc bias has been described in the first chapter. In addition, when supplying clocked power to the whole system, DCVSL is changed to ECRL behaving as an adiabatic logic.
Figure 3.2 Block diagram of the proposed logarithmic converter.
Adiabatic logic has been introduced in VLSI design considering the power budget and the limitation of cooling technique. Under clocked power supply, the single work cycle in ECRL is built by four phases, which are evaluation phase, hold phase, recover phase and wait phase. The evaluation phase and recover phase correspond to slow charge and discharge, respectively. For the two connected logic stages, the second stage must work under the next phase compared to the first stage. Therefore, to ensure that the entire logic chain processes correct data transmission, both phases of slow charge and discharge should work one by one in cascade way. The highly pipelined clocked power must supply to the entire cascade chain with 90° phase difference. It means an adiabatic system needs to add dummy buffers to build a strict pipelined logic chain to confirm each path has the same number of logic stages from the initial node to the terminal node.

Another issue is regarding the highest fan-in for a single gate. We follow a paralleled structure to suppress computation delay. Thus, the drive-in ability should be seriously taken into consideration. Using a high fan-in structure, it can suppress the delay at the cost of signal integrity [81]. Making a trade-off between signal integrity and delay, we restrict the upper bound of fan-in to eight for a single gate.

### 3.2.2 Logic Part

The logic part is for the logarithmic conversion with a calibration block. The logarithmic converter can be split into two parts: integer conversion and fraction conversion. For the integer conversion, the leading-one detection and overflow detection [41, 42, 43] are widely used to find the MSB of a given binary number. Both of two strategies require a long logic chain with register, which brings long time to get the results and is sensitive to the external clock signal. Thus, it is required to find another way to achieve a fast integer conversion.
For a given $N$-bit binary number, $S_{N-1}S_{N-2}...S_1S_0$, if MSB is located in $S_{MSB}$ bit, higher bits than $S_{MSB}$ are all 0. This means,

$$
\bar{S}_{N-1} \cdot \ldots \cdot \bar{S}_{MSB+1} \cdot S_{MSB} = 1
$$

(3.12)

Using Equation (3.12), we create a series of enable signals to help both integer conversion and fraction conversion. The enable signal, $EN_i$, is expressed as follows,

$$
EN_i = \begin{cases} 
S_{N-1} + S_{N-2} + \ldots + S_1 & \text{MSB} = S_0 \\
S_{N-1} + \ldots + S_{MSB+1} + \bar{S}_{MSB} & MSB \in [S_1, S_{N-2}] \\
S_{N-1} & \text{MSB} = S_{N-1}
\end{cases}
$$

(3.13)

Equation (3.13) indicates that for random numbers with a fixed MSB, the introduced enable signals are always unique that one is high logic and the rest of them are low logic. Thus, for a group of numbers with the same MSB, their integer parts in logarithmic codes are the same. For the circuit implementation, the enable signals can be obtained through NOR array guided by Equation (3.13). We can use enable signals to obtain the corresponding integer number as follows,

$$
I_i = \left( \prod_{j=1}^{N} EN_{ij0,j} \right) \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \begin{array}{c}
EN_{i1a_k} \cdot EN_{i1b_k} \cdot EN_{i1c_k} \cdot EN_{i1d_k} \\
+ EN_{i1a_k} \cdot \overline{EN_{i1b_k}} \cdot EN_{i1c_k} \cdot \overline{EN_{i1d_k}} \\
+ \overline{EN_{i1a_k}} \cdot EN_{i1b_k} \cdot EN_{i1c_k} \cdot \overline{EN_{i1d_k}} \\
+ \overline{EN_{i1a_k}} \cdot \overline{EN_{i1b_k}} \cdot EN_{i1c_k} \cdot EN_{i1d_k}
\end{array} \right)
$$

(3.14)

In Equation (3.14), $I_i$ reflects a single bit in the integer part of a logarithmic code. If an $N$-bit binary number follows $N=2^{n+1}-1$, $I_i$ ranges from $I_0$ to $I_n$. $EN_{ij0,j}$ is the group of enable signals that map $I_i$ to be low logic in truth table. In this group, there are $N/2$ enable signals for any $I_i$ to build the first term in Equation (3.14). $EN_{ij(a,b,c,d)_k}$ is the group of enable signals that map $I_i$ to be high logic in truth table. In this group, there are also $N/2$ enable signals for any $I_i$. Every 4 $EN_{ij(a,b,c,d)_k}$ signals in Sigma function in Equation (3.14) are grouped again, that begins with the
first $EN_{l,a,k}$ appeared and then sorted one by one in truth table, to form the second term of in Equation (3.14). Using the binary code, 00101101, as the case study of Equation (3.14). Only $EN_3$ corresponds to high logic and the rest of $EN_i$ to low logic. From the truth table of $EN_i$ and mapping to $I_i$ and using Equation (3.14), we can determine the groups of both $EN_{i0}$ and $EN_{i1}$ as follows,

$$I_2 = \left( E_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot E_5 \cdot E_4 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot E_6 \cdot E_5 \cdot E_4 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot E_5 \cdot E_4 \right)$$

$$= \left( \overline{E}_3 \cdot \overline{E}_2 \cdot \overline{E}_1 \cdot \overline{E}_0 \right)$$

$$I_1 = \left( E_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot \overline{E}_3 \cdot \overline{E}_2 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot E_6 \cdot \overline{E}_3 \cdot \overline{E}_2 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot \overline{E}_3 \cdot \overline{E}_2 \right)$$

$$= \left( E_5 \cdot E_4 \cdot E_1 \cdot E_0 \right)$$

$$I_0 = \left( E_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot \overline{E}_5 \cdot \overline{E}_4 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot E_6 \cdot \overline{E}_5 \cdot \overline{E}_4 + \overline{E}_7 \cdot \overline{E}_6 \cdot \overline{E}_5 \cdot \overline{E}_4 \right)$$

$$= \left( E_6 \cdot E_4 \cdot E_2 \cdot E_0 \right)$$

(3.15)

Using above three specific equations with all $EN_i$ of the given number, the integer part can be obtained, which is 101 as desired. The circuit implementation of Equation (3.14) is shown in Figure 3.3 (a). The logic gates with three dotted symbols indicate that the single gate may extent to the logic chain if fan-in exceeds 8. The buffer shown by the dotted symbol is a dummy buffer or a chain of buffers, which makes the entire block to correctly work under ECRL.

To get the fraction part, we also try to find a paralleled topology. If we define an intermediate term $R_{m,n}$, which can be expressed by,

$$R_{m,n} = EN_m \cdot S_n$$

(3.16)

Using this intermediate signal, we can write,

$$F_i = \sum_{j=0}^{i} R_{N-1-j,i-j}$$

(3.17)
In Equation (3.17), $F_i$ refers to any single bit in the fraction part of a logarithmic code, which is implemented by the circuit shown in Figure 3.3 (b). The final form of the logarithm code converted from the $N$-bit binary code can be expressed as $I_nI_{n-1}\ldots I_1I_0$. $F_{N-2}F_{N-3}\ldots F_1F_0$.

The calibration block is to reduce the error due to Mitchell’s logarithmic conversion. As described in Section 3.1.2, whether the proposed calibration is enabled or not, is strictly based on the original converted code. Thus, we need to compare the converted code with the lower bound and upper bound of calibration region. Digital comparator is widely used for the binary code comparison [96]. Our calibration requires the fraction part to be compared only with the fixed reference numbers $(0.000101)_2$ and $(0.111)_2$. Thus, we give up the standard digital comparator but use a simple logic, which can compare with our fixed bounds at low circuit cost.

For a single converted number, first a signal, $C_{EN}$ is defined, to judge if the number locates between upper bound and lower bound in which the number needs to be calibrated. For a given $N$-bit input, $C_{EN}$ can be expressed as follows:

$$C_{EN} = \frac{F_{N-2} \cdot F_{N-3} \cdot F_{N-4} \cdot F_{N-5} + F_{N-2} \cdot F_{N-3} \cdot F_{N-4} \cdot F_{N-6}}{+F_{N-2} \cdot F_{N-3} \cdot F_{N-4} \cdot F_{N-7} + F_{N-2} \cdot F_{N-3} \cdot F_{N-4} \cdot F_{N-5}}$$

(3.18)

Above equation shows high logic when the fraction part is located in the calibration region that enables the original logarithmic code to be added to $(0.0001)_2$. Otherwise, there is no calibration enabled. The entire calibration block is shown in Figure 3.3 (c) with the circuit implementation of Equation (3.18) and a simplified carry look ahead adder (CLA) to achieve the fixed binary calibration that $C_{EN}$ is connected to the $F_{N-5}$ bit. Under this connection, if there is no calibration enabled, the original converted number keeps the same value. Once the calibration is enabled, the original converted number is added with $(0.0001)_2$. Note that the circuit of the case judgement only uses two logic stages no matter how many bits will be converted. For the design
Figure 3.3 Circuit diagram of the proposed $N$-bit logarithmic converter, (a) integer part, (b) fraction part, (c) calibration block, (d) clock generator.
of simplified CLA, since $F_{N-5}$ is the last bit in the adder, we can set $F_{N-5}$ as carry-in bit so that the original logarithmic code adds a full zero sequence. Thus, the generate terms in a CLA are all low logic and the propagate terms are equal to the original logarithmic code. We cancel the AND array outputting the generate terms and XOR array outputting propagate terms. We leave only AND array to obtain the carry terms, and XOR array outputs the final result, which are also shown in Figure 3.3 (c). This simplified CLA can reduce two logic stages and the circuit cost due to the proposed calibration.

### 3.2.3 Clock Part

Another important issue is how to drive adiabatic logic using the clocked power. The types of clocked power include sine, trapezoid, and step by step waveforms. Sine clocked power can be obtained by oscillators with passive devices to boost oscillation frequency [97]. Trapezoid power can be obtained by the RL circuitry, which brings analog block to the entire system [98]. Step-by-step power can be obtained by tank capacitors [99]. To save the chip area by removing passive devices, the performance of clocked power built by purely logic gates has been studied [100]. It does reduce the occupied area with low power dissipation but signal integrity degrades when frequency boosts.

In this work, we have used a voltage controlled ring oscillator (RO) [101] to build our clock tree. To generate four-phase signals with $90^\circ$ phase difference, we designed four ROs with modified dimensions of transistors since the phase difference is highly related to additive RC delay existed in transistors. We choose RO with seven stages to balance the oscillation frequency and signal integrity. The entire design of clock part is shown in Figure 3.3 (d). The first stage of this circuit is the control block with diode-connected transistors. The large current going through this control block can boost the oscillation frequency. With the decrease of $V_{CTRL}$, the oscillation
frequency will gradually reduce and the clocked power will finally change to the dc power. The W/L of both pMOS and nMOS transistors with diode connection are set to 800nm/200nm. The W/L of two transistors in the front-end stage of RO is set to 1000nm/200nm, 1600nm/200nm, 2000nm/200nm, and 2400nm/200nm, to build four sine waves with 90° phase difference. For the rest of transistors in this circuit, these are uniformly set to 200nm/200nm.

3.3 Error Analysis

The proposed calibration method is developed based on the Mitchell’s logarithmic conversion. Figure 3.4 shows the error sweep of these two conversions with random fraction. It can be seen that the proposed calibration can obviously suppress the conversion error. To evaluate the performance of the proposed calibration in depth, we list a comparison of the proposed one and other reported conversion methods [29, 31, 32, 33, 35, 102, 103] in Table 3.1. The percentage error range can reflect the average error for a given method. The computed percentage error range of our work is 1.55% using Matlab simulation. Thus, using Mitchell’s algorithm as the reference, the reduced rate of conversion error in our work is 71.1%, which is larger than reported in [31, 32, 33, 35]. On comparison with [103], the reduced rate of conversion error in the proposed work is larger than the case of four fraction regions. To obtain nearly the same error as in [103] for the proposed work, it requires eight fraction regions in [103]. The number of fraction regions is proportional to the circuit complexity and the computation latency. Our calibration method uses three fraction regions to be processed, which is larger than reported in [32, 33, 35] and one case in [102]. However, these three fraction regions are only generated by one case judgement. The calibration block only uses two logic stages for the case judgement as described in Section 3.2.2. Thus, three fraction regions in this work cannot lower the work speed significantly. Methods in [31, 35, 102] are very time consuming since counter, shifter, or leading-one detector are used,
Table 3.1 Comparison with the reported conversion methods and the proposed work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[29]</th>
<th>[31]</th>
<th>[35]</th>
<th>[102]</th>
<th>[32]</th>
<th>[33]</th>
<th>[103]</th>
<th>Proposed calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of fraction regions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum positive error</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0292</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum negative error</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.0062</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>-0.0183</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error range</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.0572</td>
<td>0.0632</td>
<td>0.0503</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum positive percentage error (%)</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>2.293</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>2.889</td>
<td>2.337</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum negative percentage error (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.468</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-0.554</td>
<td>-0.268</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage error range (%)</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>2.761</td>
<td>1.971</td>
<td>1.484</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>3.339</td>
<td>2.337</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced rate compared to Mitchell’s algorithm (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit strategy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Counter; Register.</td>
<td>Shifter; Adder.</td>
<td>ROM; LOD; Shifter.</td>
<td>Double-adder.</td>
<td>Logic array; Adder.</td>
<td>Segment encoder array.</td>
<td>Logic array; Adder.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which are not suitable to the fast computation. When the number of fraction regions increases, the computation in [102, 103] can reduce further conversion error than in our work. However, both of two work introduce a complex multi-step linear function, which is a penalty on computation speed since each linear function requires multi-bit multiplication and addition to be processed. In [103], it uses LUT to reduce the computation latency of multi-step function at the cost of chip area. The work in [32, 33] simply uses two fraction regions to speed up the conversion at the cost of conversion accuracy.

3.4 Circuit Verification

3.4.1 Post-Layout Simulations

We first test the performance of the clock block. Figure 3.5 (a) and (b) show the transient simulation results of 498MHz and 0.981GHz four-phase sine waves under two control voltages, 1.5V and 1.8V, respectively. We can see that the clocked power generated by the proposed circuit is roughly the same as the standard sine wave, which can be used for ECRL work. Figure 3.5 (c) shows the oscillation frequency with the variation of $V_{CTRL}$. We can see the oscillation frequency ranges from 79MHz to 0.981GHz when $V_{CTRL}$ boosts from 1.3V to 1.8V. When the control voltage is lower than 1.2V, the clock block supplies dc power making the following logic block work in high speed DCVSL. Another important issue is the frequency deviation since each two adjacent logic stages must follow 90° phase difference to confirm the correct data transmission in ECRL. Comparing each two ROs outputting two adjacent clocked power, we use 90° phase difference as the standard value. The phase deviation is calculated from the difference between actual phase and 90°, and the difference divided by 90°. The phase deviation with the variation of oscillation frequency is shown in Figure 3.5 (d). It can be seen that the phase deviation increases with the
boost of the oscillation frequency and does not exceed 5% so that the clock part can reliably support the logic part working in ECRL.

Figure 3.6 (a) shows the layout of our design using TSMC 180nm CMOS. It includes 1162 transistors with the dimension of 0.063mm$^2$. Besides some transistors in clock part, the dimensions of the rest of transistors are 200nm/200nm. From the layout, we can see that both calibration block and clock generator do not occupy large chip area. The logarithmic converter is the largest block since we use highly paralleled structure to speed up the conversion instead of counter, LOD and any other blocks, which can process multiple-bit repeatedly using the single circuitry. Figure 3.6 (b) and (c) show the simulation results of the logarithmic codes under DCVSL and ECRL, respectively. The frequency of the clocked power in ECRL transient simulations is 498MHz. The input signal sequence in both DCVSL and ECRL transient simulations are $(1111111)_2$, $(11101000)_2$, $(00001111)_2$, and $(00000000)_2$ at 100MHz. Under these inputs, the outputs are $(111.1111111)_2$, $(111.1110000)_2$, $(011.1111000)_2$, and $(000.0000000)_2$, which are matched to the Mitchell’s conversion with the proposed calibration method. The delay in DCVSL is 1.82ns with good signal integrity. In ECRL, the output in the first 5ns is unstable and incorrect since the adiabatic chain supplied by four-phase clocked power outputs the results stage by stage. After 5ns, the output port can correctly transmit the results. Through the sine waves, we can see the distinction of high logic and low logic in ECRL simulations. However, the signal integrity in ECRL is not as good as in DCVSL. This is due to the supplied clocked power, which is not a perfect sine signal as previously shown in Figure 3.5 (a) and (b). Incomplete charging and discharging are implemented during fast operation of ECRL. In addition, the limited driven-ability of the clock generator in this work degrades the clocked power supply. Figure 3.6 (d) shows the simulation results of the power dissipation under both ECRL and DCVSL. We set the frequency of clocked
Figure 3.5 Simulations of clock generator, (a) waveform at 498MHz, (b) waveform at 0.981GHz, (c) oscillation frequency versus control voltage, (d) frequency deviation versus control voltage.
power at 498MHz and 0.981GHz used for our ECRL simulation. The power dissipation of the converter under dc power ranges from 2.4mW to 3.709mW with boost in input frequency. Under clocked power supply, when the frequency of the clocked power is 498MHz, the power dissipation varies from 1.12mW to 1.9352mW. The power dissipation under 0.981GHz clocked power varies from 1.6656mW to 2.1734mW. It can be concluded that ECRL does reduce power dissipation compared to DCVSL. The converter driven by the low frequency clocked power can save more energy than that driven by the high frequency clocked power.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed work depending on the increased bit length, a comparison is presented in Table 3.2. It compares our work with the prior work presented in [31, 32, 33, 35, 38, 102, 103] from the viewpoint of the number of all bottom cells. Three numbers identified by two slashes, from left to right, represent the number of basic logic cells (all Boolean logic, MUX and transmission gate), unit adders and unit memory cells, respectively. The method to estimate the number of all bottom cells is based on the diagrams of both circuit and system shown in the reported papers. For [102], we used the case of 3-regions to estimate the number of all bottom cells. While in [103], the case of 8-regions is used for the estimation. We observe that when the bit length is 8-bit or 16-bit, the number of all bottom cells in this work is smaller than that in [31, 38, 102, 103]. Over 16-bits, the proposed work and [103] consume much more bottom cells than the other work except [38], in which the conversion is fully implemented by memory array and the usage of memory cells is the largest since all converted results corresponding to the specific binary codes need to be stored. Hardware implementations in [32, 33, 35] is not as sensitive to bit width increasing as in other work. The reason that both [103] and the proposed one consume large number of bottom cells is that the two work use highly paralleled topology instead of the pipelined structure achieved by leading-one detectors or shifters. Thus, to process the input
Figure 3.6 Simulations of the entire logarithmic converter, (a) layout view, (b) DCVSL transient simulation, (c) ECRL transient simulation, (d) comparison of power dissipation under different logic.
Table 3.2 Comparison of hardware cost with the prior work and the proposed work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[31]</th>
<th>[35]</th>
<th>[102]</th>
<th>[32]</th>
<th>[33]</th>
<th>[103]</th>
<th>[38]</th>
<th>This work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-Bit</td>
<td>200/0/0</td>
<td>72/8/0</td>
<td>202/16/40</td>
<td>8/18/0</td>
<td>10/8/0</td>
<td>64/0/64</td>
<td>0/0/192</td>
<td>120/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-Bit</td>
<td>400/0/0</td>
<td>144/16/0</td>
<td>404/32/80</td>
<td>16/34/0</td>
<td>20/16/0</td>
<td>128/0/256</td>
<td>0/0/640</td>
<td>343/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-Bit</td>
<td>800/0/0</td>
<td>288/32/0</td>
<td>808/64/160</td>
<td>32/66/0</td>
<td>40/32/0</td>
<td>256/0/1028</td>
<td>0/0/40k</td>
<td>1198/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-Bit</td>
<td>1600/0/0</td>
<td>576/64/0</td>
<td>1616/128/320</td>
<td>64/130/0</td>
<td>80/64/0</td>
<td>512/0/4112</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4613/0/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Comparison of maximum length with the prior work and the proposed work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[31]</th>
<th>[35]</th>
<th>[102]</th>
<th>[32]</th>
<th>[33]</th>
<th>[103]</th>
<th>[39]</th>
<th>This work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-Bit</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-Bit</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-Bit</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-Bit</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with large bit width with the consideration of the allowable fan-in, in a single stage, the requirement of bottom cells is larger than in the other work using step-by-step computation. Another issue is the conversion latency. A very significant metrics to evaluate it is the critical path, which determines the number of longest logic stages in entire conversion from the binary code to logarithmic code. Table 3.3 presents the comparison of maximum length between the proposed work and other prior work [31, 32, 33, 35, 39, 102, 103]. It is observed that the proposed one consumes the shortest path to obtain the converted result compared to other designs. The implementations with the computations of pipelined shifting [31, 35, 102] are sensitive to the increase of bit length. The work using PLA [39] is not suitable for the fast conversion. For work in [32, 33], the front-end circuit to achieve multi-step function without LUT contributes the most to the required path. The runner-up in conversion speed is the design in [103] since it also follows the path of highly paralleled topology. The reason that it is slightly slower than the proposed one is that its multi-step function is complex and requires more stages than in the proposed one.

In our design, the latency through the calibration block is not sensitive to the bit width. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the block to implement the case judgement of the calibration block requires only two stages without stage variation as bit width is increasing. Our simplified traditional CLA reduces the number of logic stages required by the calibration. The block outputting fraction number contributes mainly to both required stages and the number of bottom cells with the increase of bit width since one stage has \( N^2 \) inputs as shown in Figure 3.3 (b). Other blocks for the enable signals and the integer number do not introduce more stages and hardware cost when bit width increases.

### 3.4.2 Chip Testing
Figure 3.7 Fabricated chip of the logarithmic multiplier, (a) layout view, (b) die photo.

Table 3.4 Pin allocation of the chip in Figure 3.7

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>VO6</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>VO5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>VO4</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>VO3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>VO2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>VO1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>VO0</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>VDD</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLOCK_0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLOCK_90</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLOCK_180</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCLOCK_270</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We have fabricated a 4-bit logarithmic multiplier using 500nm CMOS to verify the proposed work. Figure 3.7 (a) is the layout view of the fabricated chip, which includes logarithmic converter, calibration block using the proposed algorithm and carry ripple adder (CRA) used for multiplication in logarithmic domain. The die photo of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 3.7 (b). The clocked power is externally supplied by signal generator. For output, the normal conversion of 4-bit input has 3-bit fraction number. However, with the proposed calibration, the fraction number can be extent to 4-bit to reduce conversion error. Further implemented by addition, the final output is a 7-bit signal. Table 3.4 lists the pin location of the fabricated chip. Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show the computing results under clocked power, in which two inputs are 1111 and 1110. 1111 won’t be calibrated so that the converted number is 11.111. While for 1110, calibration is enabled and the converted number is 11.1101. Final product in logarithmic domain is 111.1011 which matches the testing results. We also conclude the power dissipations obtained by post-layout simulation and chip testing as shown in Figure 3.8 (c). We observe that the system under ECRL operation consumes less power than that under DCVSL operation which is same as the previous simulation results in TSMC 180nm CMOS. Comparing results of simulations and chip testing, with the increase of frequency, the power difference between theoretical and experimental results under ECRL operation is larger than that under DCVSL operation. This can be explained by the noise from off-chip clocked power can shift the timing of the correct phase in adiabatic logic and so generates large short-circuit current. Also sampling the current spikes during two-phase switching in adiabatic operation, then averaging spikes from all output nodes, Figure 3.8 (d) shows this result, in which the only from logic low to high, DCVSL operation generates larger current than ECRL operation. For other switch activities, adiabatic logic always generates larger spikes than DCVSL operation due to phase mismatch in pipelined logic chains. The imperfect clocked
Figure 3.8 Chip testing, (a) fraction results under clocked power, (b) integer results under clocked power, the scales of logic high and low are 5V and 0V, respectively, (c) power dissipation results including chip measurement and post-layout simulation, (d) current spikes depending on logic switch.
signals shown in Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) also reflect this unwanted phase mismatch of adiabatic operation. However, only entirely considering power issue, adiabatic logic supplied by clocked power is more advantageous than normal logic styles supplied by dc power.

3.5 Conclusion

In this work, based on Mitchell’s algorithm, we propose a novel calibration method to suppress the error during logarithmic conversion. The essence of our calibration is to use a fixed code to calibrate a single converted number. At the circuit level, we propose a highly paralleled structure to speed up the logarithmic conversion. The bottom gate is designed in DCVSL to let the system work under both adiabatic logic and fast logic. For the clocked power design, we used four voltage controlled ring oscillators without passive devices to generate four-phase sine signals to drive the converter. This clock block also can be controlled to supply dc power to support traditional DCVSL working. We designed an 8-bit logarithmic converter in layout level and fabricated a 4-bit logarithmic multiplier to successfully verify the proposed calibration method. The results prove that when the system work in ECRL, the power dissipation is smaller than that in DCVSL. The performance comparison proves that the conversion latency of the proposed design is not sensitive to the increase in bit width, since computations of shifting and iteration are not introduced into our work.
CHAPTER 4
ALU DESIGN BASED ON NEURON-LIKE CELLS USING MULTIPLE INPUT FLOATING GATE MOSFETS

Recent work have proposed several techniques to optimize ALU with the perspective of reducing leakage power, bit-partition and data-calibration. This chapter will introduce a new ALU design using MIFG MOSFETs. The most attractive feature of MIFG MOSFET based logic gates is that they can perform multiple operations using the same circuit with the control by multiple coupling capacitors [104, 105]. The cell-sharing is introduced to perform several operations, and a novel digital calibration method is proposed in this work. The verification is based on post-layout simulations and mismatch study.

4.1 Design of Neuron-Like Cells

For each operation, normal ALUs have independent blocks. In this work, we share the same neuron-like cell using MIFG logic to group some specific operations for saving the area.

For both inverter and buffer, we use the same cell as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The first stage is an inverter realized from two floating gates and the second one is the normal static inverter. If we ignore both $C_{ox}$ and $C_p$, the surface potential in the first stage can be expressed as follows:

$$\phi_f = \frac{C_{in} V_{in} + C_{via\_th} V_{via\_th}}{C_{in} + C_{via\_th}} = \frac{C_{in}}{C_{total}} V_{in} + \frac{C_{via\_th}}{C_{total}} V_{via\_th}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $V_{via\_th}$ is the variable and controlled by the instruction code of the proposed ALU, and $C_{total}$ is the sum of $C_{in}$ and $C_{via\_th}$. If $C_{in}$ is equal to $C_{via\_th}$, the output after the first stage can be described as follows:

$$V_{out} = f_{INV} \left( \frac{1}{2} V_{in} + \frac{1}{2} V_{via\_th} - V_{th} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where $f_{INV}(x)$ is the inverter transfer function and $V_{th}$ is the threshold voltage of the inverter. Through the adjustment of $V_{via\_th}$, we can vary the threshold voltage of the inverter if $V_{in}$ is seen as
the only input. Since discharging is always faster than the charging, to ensure signal integrity, \( V_{via,th} \) is set to 0V thus connecting to the ground. Compared to the MIFG inverter with the adjustable threshold voltage reported in [106], the advantage of our design is that it has less capacitors involved to save area and the variable to adjust the threshold voltage is another input signal but not the ratio of two capacitors. Then after the second stage, the buffer’s output can be obtained. Thus, the proposed two-stage cell performs the functions of both inverter and buffer.

We map the design principle of both inverter and buffer for the design of a two-input gate performing NAND and NOR using MIFG logic where two data inputs plus a variable input are applied in the first stage. If three coupling capacitors are the same, the output after the first stage can be expressed as:

\[
V_{out} = f_{INV} \left( \frac{1}{3} V_a + \frac{1}{3} V_b + \frac{1}{3} V_{via,th} - V_{th} \right) \tag{4.3}
\]

where \( V_a \) and \( V_b \) are two inputs. If \( V_{via,th} \) is connected to the ground, Equation (4.3) can be expressed as follows:

\[
V_{out} = f_{INV} \left( \frac{1}{3} V_a + \frac{1}{3} V_b - V_{th} \right) \tag{4.4}
\]

According to above equation, when both two inputs are high, the output will be low. Otherwise, the surface potential does not exceed the threshold voltage so that the output stays in high, which matches the NAND operation.

If \( V_{via,th} \) is connected to supply voltage, Equation (4.3) can be expressed as follows:

\[
V_{out} = f_{INV} \left( \frac{1}{3} V_a + \frac{1}{3} V_b + \frac{1}{3} V_{dd} - V_{th} \right) \tag{4.5}
\]

In this case, only when both two inputs are low, the output will be high. Otherwise, the output is always low, which is NOR operation. Thus, as shown in Figure 4.1 (b), we propose a
two-stage circuit using MIFG logic to implement following four Boolean logic functions: NAND, AND, NOR, and OR.

For XNOR and XOR, it is obvious that the floating gate potential diagrams (FPDs) of both XNOR and XOR are not monotonically increasing functions [104]. Therefore, we cannot use an additional input to adjust the surface potential to program the desired function. One solution is to use a cascade structure with NAND, NOR and inverter gates to obtain both XNOR and XOR at the cost of delay and area. We propose a pass transistor based multiple input floating gate (PT-MIFG) logic to achieve XOR and XNOR as shown in Figure 4.1 (c). The first stage is in complementary topology, which uses four transistors with eight same coupling capacitors to execute XOR. The main principle of this circuit is that four pass transistors with MIFGs reflect four input cases to obtain the desired output of an XOR gate. For an n-type pass transistor with MIFGs, only if two inputs are high, the transistor will be switched-on. Likewise, only if two inputs of a p-type pass transistor with MIFGs are low, the transistor will be switched-on. XNOR is also obtained by connecting to a static inverter.

For addition and subtraction, the full adder using MIFG MOSFETs includes two circuit blocks to output sum bit and carry-out bit as shown in Figure 4.1 (d). The full adder has three inputs, which are two adding bits and a carry-in bit. For the block outputting the carry-out bit, it can be concluded that when more than one inputs are high, the output will be high. Thus, we can use three-input MIFG inverter to implement this function. For the design of sum block, it is the XOR function with all three inputs. We combine PT-MIFG logic and traditional pass transistor logic together to achieve the function. The circuit has four branches representing eight input cases. For a single branch, it includes a pair of paralleled MIFG MOSFETs and a CMOS transistor.
Figure 4.1 Circuit diagram of the proposed MIFG logic gates, (a) INV and BUF, (b) NAND, AND, NOR and OR, (c) XOR and XNOR, (d) full adder.
corresponding to two input cases, each input case can be enabled to output the sum bit corresponding to the unique input case.

Above designs are regarding eight standard Boolean operations and two arithmetic functions. We will introduce 32-bit sequence comparison, single-stage MUX and digital calibration to the following ALU design. For digital comparison, its function is to judge if two 32-bit sequence is the same. We use sequence partitioning to firstly compare each 4-bit sequence. The 4-bit digital comparator is shown in Figure 4.2. An XNOR gate compares two 4-bit signals from two vectors. The outputs of XNOR array are connected to a 4-input AND gate using MIFG logic. To obtain a correct output, the ratio of five coupling capacitance in the 4-input AND gate of Figure 4.2 is set to 1:1:1:1:3. After comparing each 4-bit sequence, the result of 32-bit sequence is determined by MIFG AND gate chain including 2-input MIFG AND gate and 4-input MIFG AND gate as also shown in Figure 4.2. The final output is decided by both the non-calibrated data and the correct data. Figure 4.3 shows the implementation of a single calibration block. It is similar to the circuit shown in Figure 4.1 (b). Data without calibration connects a single MIFG transistor. Data with calibration connects the rest of two MIFG transistors. This stage not only can output correct data but can improve also the signal integrity of the proposed ALU’s output.

MUX is necessary in ALU and can be designed by the TG array or logic gates. In this work, we use PT-MIFG logic to design TG array. The proposed TG is shown in Figure 4.4. Each node on floating gates can be connected with an inverter to change the enable logic for ALU decoding. Since ALU design has 16 operations so that normally there are four CMOS TGs required for decoding each path. Using the proposed design, the only one TG implements decoding in each path to reduce process latency.

4.2 ALU Design
Figure 4.2 Proposed circuit block used for 32-bit sequence comparison.

Figure 4.3 Proposed circuit block of digital calibration.

Figure 4.4 PT-MIFG logic based TG with four floating gates.
4.2.1 System Overview

Figure 4.5 (a) shows the block diagram of the proposed ALU. In feedforward path, 32-bit input is processed in parallel operation blocks in feedforward stage 1. After this stage, the MUX array selects the operation in feedforward stage 2. The output from the feedforward stage 2 is then calibrated by the feedforward stage 3 to obtain final result. The unwanted error is detected through the feedback loop with the aid of both input data and instruction code. Table 4.1 summarizes operations with the corresponding instruction codes.

In feedforward stage 1, neuron-like cells shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are used. Note that each cell for operating Boolean logic in this work performs at least one logic. MUX is implemented by PT-MIFG logic based TG as shown in Figure 4.4. As stated earlier, the proposed TG can decode faster than the conventional one with four cascading TGs. The calibration cell shown in Figure 4.3 builds the feedforward stage 3 to achieve error recovery with the support of the feedback loop.

4.2.2 Feedback Loop

The feedback loop in the proposed design works for error detection. The current error detection mainly uses LUT, delay-aware counter and digital comparison in checkpoint [107, 108, 109]. The described methods can reliably calibrate error at the overhead of the chip area, computation latency and power dissipation.

Figure 4.5 (b) shows the block diagram of the feedback loop, which implements the error detection. This stage has two parts including calibration library and decider. We have classified the error detection as three methods explained as follows. For eight Boolean logic operations, two arithmetic operations and reset operation, we use truth table to guide the calibration. The correct data is obtained through the connection to either the power supply or ground. The calibration decider used for these operations is built by two TGs using PT-MIFG logic. The first TG is
Figure 4.5 Proposed ALU, (a) block diagram, (b) feedback loop for error detection.
Table 4.1 Operation summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Instruction Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUF</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XNOR</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Rotation</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Rotation</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Shift</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Shift</td>
<td>1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
controlled by the input data to enable desired result going to the next TG. The second TG is controlled by the instruction code directly to judge which operation should be activated. Taking AND operation with the input of 01 as an example, the input of the first PT-MIFG logic based TG in the calibration decider connects to ground, and its controlled nodes connect to 01. The controlled nodes in the second TG in the calibration decider are connected to the instruction code, 0011. Thus, under this principle, the correct output, low logic, can be uniquely transferred to the feedforward stage 3 for calibration. For the operations of shift and rotation, the calibration library can be implemented by the specific routing between the original input data and input of a PT-MIFG logic based TG controlled by the instruction code, which is the calibration decider. As an example, considering the left rotation operation, in the calibration library of this operation, each bit in the original input will directly connect to the next left bit of the TG using the metal interconnection. The controlled nodes of this TG are connected to 1000. For sequence comparison, introduced XOR and AND chain used calibration library is to achieve bit-wise comparison to obtain the correct result. It is connected to the calibration decider, a PT-MIFG logic based TG controlled by the instruction code. Since the calibration decider for all operations are controlled by a unique instruction code, the desired calibration can be correctly enabled.

4.3 Result and Discussion

4.3.1 Logic Cell

Figure 4.6 shows the transient simulations of all proposed cells. We observe that all basic functions can be correctly implemented using MIFG logic. Table 4.2 lists the comparison of static logic and the proposed logic cells using MIFGs. We can see that for simple Boolean logic, the delay of MIFG logic is slightly larger than that of static logic. However, MIFG logic consumes less power than the static logic since the multiple coupling can mitigate the power consumed by
Figure 4.6 Transient simulations of the MIFG logic based cells, (a) INV and BUF, (b) NAND and AND, (c) NOR and OR, (d) XOR and XNOR, (e) full adder, (f) transmission gate with 2, 3 and 4 floating gates.
the dynamic current during logic switching, and coupling capacitors does not consume power. For
complex logic including XOR/XNOR, and unit full adder, PT-MIFG logic are used without
cascade topology. Thus, these blocks work faster than the gates built by static logic. For the
transmission gate designed in PT-MIFG logic, the performance of the proposed one is slightly
improved from the view of both power dissipation and delay. The static power dissipation due to
leakage current in transistors is also listed as the data within brackets in Table 4.2. Simulation is
done in TSMC 180nm technology with 1.8V supply and 0.1fF load. All results of static logic gates
use TSMC 180nm standard library. The power dissipation contributed by the leakage current in
static logic ranges from 0.64% to 2.13% of the total power dissipation. The power dissipation
contributed by the leakage current in MIFG logic varies from 3.7% to 13.3% of the total power
dissipation. Thus, the static power dissipation in MIFG logic is more dominant than that in static
logic due to large leakage current in MIFG logic with various surface potentials. From the point
of view of area, the ALU in MIFG logic consumes relatively large area than in static logic due to
coupling capacitors. In essence, the proposed cells using MIFGs are more energy-efficient and
behave better in complex logic considering both the speed and power dissipation at the cost of
static power dissipation and area than the traditional static logic gates.

4.3.2 Entire System

Figure 4.7 shows layout of the proposed 32-bit ALU in TSMC 180nm CMOS. The chip
area is 7.5mm² with 69 input ports, 33 output ports, a voltage supply port, and a ground port.
Feedforward path and feedback loop occupy 3.3mm² and 2.2mm², respectively. Four metal layers
are used for interconnections. The most part of the chip is occupied by the coupling capacitors to
implement MIFG MOSFETs.
Table 4.2 Comparison of static logic and proposed neuron-like cells using MIFG logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Delay (ps)</th>
<th>Power Dissipation@1GHz (nW)*</th>
<th>Area (μm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static Logic</td>
<td>MIFG Logic</td>
<td>Static Logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.002 (0.0161)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFER</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3.896 (0.0335)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.881 (0.0283)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.825 (0.0452)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.619 (0.0297)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5.808 (0.0462)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6.833 (0.0738)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XNOR</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>7.487 (0.0681)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>11.393 (0.2425)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.723 (0.0092)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data without brackets is the total power dissipation. Data within brackets is the static power dissipation.
Figure 4.7 Full layout view of the proposed ALU.
The first part of simulations focuses on power issue. Figure 4.8 (a) exhibits the power dissipation of each operation and its average value of the proposed ALU built by both MIFG logic and CMOS static logic for operation at 1GHz with random input data flow. For the static logic based simulation, we use the same schematic design, in which all MIFG logic are replaced by static logic. The proposed ALU built by MIFG logic dissipates less energy than that designed in static logic, especially for addition, subtraction and sequence comparison. This reduction in power dissipation is due to the short circuit current suppressed by the multiple coupling capacitances of MIFGs in the design. Figure 4.8 (a) also shows the penalty in power dissipation when the error occurs. It can be seen that when complex operations including addition, subtraction and sequence comparison have error, the power dissipation increases the most since the blocks of error detection used for these three operations are more complex than that used for the rest of operations. Averaging all operations, the power growth rate due to calibration in static logic and MIFG logic is 23.2% and 19.6%, respectively. Figure 4.8 (b) exhibits the power dissipation with the variation of frequency of four types of ALUs. It shows the overhead of power dissipation due to the proposed feedback loop and the power comparison of the proposed ALU designed in MIFG logic and static logic. The power dissipations in the proposed ALU built in MIFG logic are 0.0394W and 0.207W at 0.5GHz and 2GHz frequency, respectively. Compared to the proposed ALU designed in traditional static logic, the average reduced rate of power dissipation corresponding to MIFG logic is 19%. If the proposed feedback loop is cancelled, the average reduced rate of power dissipation due to different logic types is 13.6%. Considering the same logic type, the average reduced rate of power dissipation due to the cancellation of the feedback loop is 24.4% and 32.7% corresponding to MIFG logic and static logic, respectively. Thus, the ALU designed by MIFG logic is much more
Figure 4.8 Simulation results, (a) each operation and average value, (b) power dissipation depending on frequency, (c) delay due to feedback loop, (d) delay depending load capacitor.
energy efficient than that by static logic and the proposed feedback loop does not bring large overhead to power dissipation.

Figure 4.8 (c) shows the overhead of computation delay due to the feedback loop. For most operations, additional delay due to error detection and calibration is below 100ps. The error contributes the largest delay for the operations of addition, subtraction and sequence comparison. Especially in sequence comparison, the additional delay almost reaches to 200ps. Since the detection block used for this operation requires logic chain as described in Section 4.1, the average delay is 100.3ps. We also looked into the relationship between load capacitor and computation delay. In most cases, an ALU is not fabricated into a single chip but connects to other large blocks to form a bigger chip, such as the CPU and GPU. Therefore, the drive-in capability of the output port in the ALU is important. We have simulated the computation delay with the variation of load capacitor of four types of ALUs as shown in Figure 4.8 (d). The most impressive feature from Figure 4.8 (d) is that the MIFG logic based ALU is insensitive to an external load. The computation delay in the proposed ALU built in MIFG logic is less than 10ns when the output is loaded by the 10fF capacitor. Compared to the proposed ALU designed by traditional static logic, the average reduced rate of delay corresponding to MIFG logic is 67.2%. If the proposed feedback loop is cancelled, this average reduced rate of delay due to different logic types is 66.3%. Considering the same logic type, the average reduced rate of latency due to the cancellation of the feedback loop is 6.1% and 9% corresponding to MIFG logic and static logic, respectively. In essence, the proposed design could work well if the ALU is a sub-module embedded in a VLSI chip with a large fan-out. The computation delay is not sensitive to the introduced feedback loop, especially in the design using MIFG logic.
The coupling capacitors are commonly used in our design. The dimension mismatch can be introduced due to variation in processing conditions. Coupling capacitors with mismatch influence the accuracy of surface potential, and so degrade the robustness of data processing in cascade logic chain. For the study of dimension mismatch, we set three cases in the following simulations, which are 10%, 15% and 20% mismatch to both capacitors and transistors. Under 500 computation cycles with mismatch at 1GHz with random input data flow in the proposed ALU, the case of 20% mismatch contributes the most additional power dissipation compared to the case without mismatch. The peak of additional power dissipation in this case is 11.7mW. For these three cases, the average additional power dissipations are 1.24mW, 3.11mW and 4.72mW, respectively. Compared to the power dissipation without dimension mismatch, the growth rates of power dissipation corresponding to three mismatches are 2.7%, 6.8% and 10.3%, respectively. Figure 4.9 shows the error rate with the variation of frequency of two types of ALUs. We observe that the occurrence of number of errors increases with the increase in frequency since high frequency operation cannot guarantee enough time given to each stage for complete processing. The error rates at 2GHz in MIFG logic based ALU are 1.7%, 2.2%, 6.2% and 7.3% corresponding to no mismatch, 10% mismatch, 15% mismatch and 20% mismatch, respectively. For the same ALU in static logic, these four error rates are 9.1%, 9.1%, 9% and 9%, respectively. From the view of point of mismatch, static logic is less sensitive to dimension mismatch than MIFG logic. In the design using MIFG logic, the error rate varies largely with the mismatch variation. The insensitivity to mismatch is an advantage of static logic compared to the proposed MIFG logic. However, the unwanted error can be detected and calibrated by the proposed feedback loop and feedforward stage 3.
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Figure 4.9 Error rate with the variation of mismatch.
Comparing to other work of MIFG MOSFET based ALU [110, 111], in our work, both the number of functions and bit length of our work are more than that in previous work. From the point of view of structure, the proposed design has introduced a feedback loop which can calibrate unwanted error. Besides, the design of logic cells in our work is simple in comparison to previous work. In [110], the design of full adder still used the cascade logic chain which is penalty to both latency and area. In [111], the grouped cell using MIFGs can achieve multi-function and so cancel the stage of MUX array. However, this design strategy is not suitable when the number of required functions is increasing since FPDs of all functions cannot be always the same.

4.4 Conclusion

We have proposed a 32-bit ALU. The essence of this design is to use MIFG logic to build neuron-like cells as the logic gates and use a feedback loop to detect error. The post-layout simulation shows that the proposed design is energy-efficient, fast-computing and insensitive to load capacitor compared to the one built in traditional static logic. The overhead due to the proposed feedback loop and the performance penalty of both power and error due to mismatch are acceptable.
CHAPTER 5
LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NETWORK DESIGN FOR ANALOG COMPUTING

In this chapter, we introduce a novel design method to implement a neural accelerator working for LSTM network. The proposed method not only fully uses ASP to process internal computing in LSTM network, but also has an energy-efficient signal interface to let the LSTM accelerator work with digital circuits. The case of the proposed computing core with memory access is studied to prove the feasibility of the computing extension of LSTM network layer. The verification methods include post-layout simulations, sensitivity study and LSTM network simulation using TensorFlow based on the dataset of Penn TreeBank (PTB).

5.1 Long Short-Term Memory Network

RNN is a cycle network that allows data processing with the dependency of past information and LSTM is one of the extensions of RNN. When the time span between two instances is large, the network will lose the ability of connecting two points used for processing and prediction. LSTM can solve the problem of long-term dependency and so it can be used in variety of applications [112]. LSTM uses the pipelined method using the same standard cells. The output of current state influences the next state. The standard cell of LSTM is shown in Figure 5.1, which consists of six independent steps to follow dotted ellipses.

The four steps in Figure 5.1 represent forget gate layer, input gate layer, cell gate layer and output gate layer, respectively. In these, the argument of each activation function is the sum of two matrix multiplications and a bias, \( W_x x_t + W_h h_{t-1} + b \), where \( W_x, x_t, W_h, h_{t-1} \) and \( b \) are weighted matrix of input vector, input vector; weighted matrix of output vector, output vector; and bias, respectively.

Considering the analog implementation of LSTM, there are two additions of column vectors in a single argument going through an activation function. To simplify the circuit design,
Figure 5.1 Standard cell of LSTM network.
we can convert these two additions into a single addition. If dimensions of all weighted matrices are $N \times N$, and the dimensions of the rest of column vectors are $N \times 1$ in LSTM, we can embed the last bias term into the first term in the argument of the first four steps. Based on the Equations (3)-(8) in [64], the new form of LSTM can be then expressed as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{f}_t &= \text{sigmoid}(\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t + \hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}) \\
\hat{i}_t &= \text{sigmoid}(\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t + \hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}) \\
\hat{c}_t &= \tanh(\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t + \hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}) \\
\hat{o}_t &= \text{sigmoid}(\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t + \hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}) \\
\hat{c}_t &= \hat{f}_t \odot \hat{c}_{t-1} + \hat{i}_t \odot \hat{c}_t \\
\hat{h}_t &= \hat{o}_t \odot \tanh(\hat{c}_t)
\end{align*}

(5.1)

In Equation set (5.1), each new weighted matrix of the input vector, $\hat{W}_x$ represents $[W_x, b]$, each new input vector, $\hat{x}_t$ represents $[x_t^T, 1]^T$, each new weighted matrix of the output vector, $\hat{W}_h$ represents $[W_h, 0]$, and each new output vector, $\hat{h}_{t-1}$ represents $[h_{t-1}^T, 0]^T$. From above set of equations, we can see that all bias terms are integrated in $\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t$ and there is only one addition in the argument of the first four layers. The dimensions of all new weighted matrices and column vectors in the arguments are $N \times (N+1)$ and $(N+1) \times 1$, respectively. It should be noted that in analog implementation, each element in both $\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t$ and $\hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}$ is an analog signal. The matrix multiplication corresponding to $\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t$ is $N \times (N+1)$ matrix multiplied by $(N+1) \times 1$ column vector in order to cover the addition with the bias term. The matrix multiplication corresponding to $\hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}$ can be simplified to $N \times N$ matrix multiplied by $N \times 1$ column vector without the null multiplication. Through this new form of LSTM shown in Equation set (5.1), we have removed one stage implementing the addition with the bias term to not only accelerate computation but also to reduce both the circuit cost and interconnection complexity. The output in every sub-equation is still an $N \times 1$ column vector as desired. All elements in matrices still do the same calculation. Thus, there
is no error introduced by the proposed modification. The computation flow as shown in Equation set (5.1) includes matrix multiplication, bitwise multiplication to obtain Hadamard product, addition and two activation functions, which are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent. The first four steps can be computed simultaneously.

5.2 MIFG MOSFETs for DAC Design

Section 1.6.2 has introduced the fundamental theory of MIFG MOSFET. The property of a MIFG MOSFET through which the output can be determined by multiple inputs, matches to the signal flow in DAC, which is the initial stage used for ASP. Therefore, we can use MIFG MOSFETs to achieve a DAC function. For \( N \)-bit digital signal applied in a MIFG MOSFET, \( V_{D,N-1}, V_{D,N-2}, \ldots V_{D,1}, V_{D,0} \), if we set the ratio of their corresponding coupling capacitors to \( 2^{N-1}:2^{N-2}: \ldots:2^1:2^0 \), the surface potential on the floating gate of a MIFG MOSFET can be programmed as follows:

\[
\Phi_f = \frac{2^{N-1}C_{unit}V_{D,N-1} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit}V_{D,N-2} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit}V_{D,0}}{C_{ox} + 2^{N-1}C_{unit} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit} + C_p}
\]  

(5.2)

where \( C_{unit} \) is the unit capacitor implemented in physical design to suppress the device mismatch.

If we neglect both \( C_{ox} \) and \( C_p \), the numerator in above equation shows a function of DAC in which the multiple inputs and the surface potential are digital and analog signals, respectively. If the denominator in above equation is \( C_{total} \), the step voltage for the conversion is \( V_{DD} \times C_{unit}/C_{total} \). This implementation does not require an independent circuit block to achieve a DAC function. Input transistors in analog multipliers of this work are directly connected to multiple digital inputs. Traditional DACs in ASP systems need several feedback loops with operational amplifiers to achieve stability, the required response time will largely increase the conversion latency. However, the proposed one, in which the multiple inputs directly couple to the floating gate of a transistor, does not need response time or the consideration of stability, and thus is much faster than
traditional DACs. The output of the proposed conversion is directly applied to the channel of the transistor to control its state to achieve multiplication. In addition, the power dissipation of the proposed conversion is relatively smaller than that in traditional DAC due to the cancellation of feedback loop. To increase the precision in computation, it is feasible to increase the $N$ in Equation (5.2) at the cost of the area due to coupling capacitors.

For the physical layout design of MIFGs using the concept of Figure 1.6 (b), double-poly layer is widely used to form a floating gate and coupling capacitive gates shown in Figure 5.2 (a). Thus, we observe that this style of physical design can cause the values of coupling capacitors are restricted by the dimension of the transistor connected with MIFGs, which reduces the design freedom of analog IC. To avoid the mutual restriction between coupling capacitors and customized ratio of the transistor with MIFGs, in this work, for any transistor with MIFGs, we use another structure shown in Figure 5.2 (b) to achieve coupling capacitors, which are implemented by standard n-diffusion capacitors. This design style of MIFG MOSFETs is fully compatible with the fabrication flow of standard CMOS, and already proposed, fabricated and tested in the work of [54, 55, 110, 113]. The essence of this structure is that the coupling capacitors are designed in the area beside MIFG transistors but not over the floating gate. Through this structure, the dimension of a MIFG transistor and values of coupling capacitors are independent to each other. Another important issue is the method of simulating MIFG device and circuit. In this work, we use the resistor-capacitor pairs with a large grounding resistor to achieve signal synchronization and solve the ‘floating node’ error which is due to multiple inputs with the same electrical node in SPICE simulation [114].

5.3 Long Short-Term Memory Network Design

5.3.1 Analog Multiplier with Digital Signal Input
Figure 5.2 MIFG MOSFET, (a) 3D view of overlapping-dual-ploy structure and (b) 3D view of adjacent n-diffusion capacitor structure. Note that both poly and active contacts are ignored in two 3D views.
Analog multipliers are more suitable to process data with increasing bit length than digital multipliers [115, 116]. However, it is very difficult to achieve rail-to-rail input and an output voltage swings. One feasible method to increase the signal swing of an analog multiplier is to increase supply voltage at the cost of power dissipation [117, 118]. Another method is to allow transistors in analog multipliers to work in the linear region [119]. In order to save power, we scaled down the swing of input signals. This is needed to make input digital signals and surface potential on the floating gate after data conversion to be compatible with the signal flow without increasing the supplied voltage. For the input stage of an analog multiplier using MIFG MOSFETs, we introduced another coupling capacitor, $C_g$ connecting to the ground. Equation (5.2) can be expressed as follows:

$$\Phi_f = \frac{2^{N-1}C_{unit}V_{D_{min}} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit}V_{D_{min-2}} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit}V_{D_{min-0}}}{C_{ox} + 2^{N-1}C_{unit} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit} + C_p + C_g}$$

(5.3)

Setting the allowable input swing to $[0, \alpha V_{dd}]$, when all digital inputs are high logic, the surface potential reaches to the upper bound, $\alpha V_{dd}$. This case can be expressed as follows:

$$\alpha V_{dd} = \frac{2^{N-1}C_{unit}V_{dd} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit}V_{dd} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit}V_{dd}}{C_{ox} + 2^{N-1}C_{unit} + 2^{N-2}C_{unit} + \cdots + 2^0C_{unit} + C_p + C_g}$$

(5.4)

Since $C_{ox}$ and $C_p$ are small enough compared to other coupling capacitors, we can neglect these two terms. Then above equation can be rewritten as the function of $C_g$ as follows:

$$C_g = \frac{(1-\alpha)}{\alpha} \left(2^{N-1} + 2^{N-2} + \cdots + 2^0\right)C_{unit}$$

(5.5)

Depending on Equation (5.5), we can use $C_g$ with other coupling capacitors shown in Equation (5.3) to execute the function of DAC with the scaling down of the input voltage.

Based on the design presented in [116], we propose an analog multiplier with programmable MIFG MOSFETs guided by Equations (5.3) and (5.5) as shown in Figure 5.3. It is a differential input pair mapping to differential output in four-quadrant. The two input pairs...
generate the two square terms, \[ ((V_{1+}-V_{1-})+(V_{2+}-V_{2-}))^2 \] and \[ ((V_{1+}-V_{1-})-(V_{2+}-V_{2-}))^2 \]. Then through the cross interconnection of source followers with inputs, these two terms are subtracted with each other so that the internal square terms such as \((V_{1+}-V_{1-})^2\) and \((V_{2+}-V_{2-})^2\) are cancelled and only the term with the function of \((V_{1+}-V_{1-})(V_{2+}-V_{2-})\) is left. The voltage output can be expressed as follows:

\[
V_{o+}-V_{o-} = R_{\text{load}} \left( I_{o+} - I_{o-} \right) = \frac{1}{4} K_n \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_{sf} R_{\text{load}} \left[ (V_{1+} - V_{1-})(V_{2+} - V_{2-}) \right]
\]  

(5.6)

where \(K_n\) is the transconductance parameter of n-channel transistors, \(R_{\text{load}}\) is the resistance of diode connected transistors (\(M_1\) and \(M_4\)) in the output load. \((W/L)_{sf}\) represents the dimension ratio of the transistors (\(M_5, M_6, M_7\) and \(M_8\)) in source followers. Looking into above equation, \(K_n\) and \((W/L)_{sf}\) are determined by the fabrication process and the unit gain of the source follower, respectively. \(R_{\text{load}}\) in the circuit is sensitive to temperature with positive temperature coefficient [120]. If we use the current signal as the output, \(R_{\text{load}}\) in above equation can be cancelled to mitigate the signal variation due to the temperature fluctuation. The most significant advantage of using current signal as the transmission signal is that the addition of two current signals can be achieved simply by the interconnection using the Kirchhoff's current law. However, the addition of two voltage signals cannot be achieved by direct series connection and results in the voltage sum with non-linear composition [121]. To obtain an accurate sum of two voltage signals, the mixer is required at the cost of delay and power dissipation. Therefore, considering the algorithm of LSTM and the hardware cost, it is better to use current signal as the transmission signal than the voltage signal.

The feasibility of quantization used in LSTM to reduce hardware cost has been studied [66, 122]. In our work, we set the single number in both matrixes and column vectors to be a 4-bit digital signal and \(\alpha\) in Equation (5.4) to 0.5, which means the input voltage is scaled down from 0V to 0.9V that is the half of supplied voltage (1.8V) in TSMC 180nm CMOS process. Combining
the analysis from Equations (5.3), (5.5) and (5.6), the output current signal can be expressed as follows:

\[
I_{o+} - I_{o-} = \frac{1}{4} K N \left( \frac{W}{L} \right) \gamma_{(W/L)} \left( V_{1} V_{2} \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{4} K N \left( \frac{W}{L} \right) \gamma_{(W/L)} \left( \frac{8C_{\text{unit}} V_{A3} + 4C_{\text{unit}} V_{A2} + 2C_{\text{unit}} V_{A1} + C_{\text{unit}} V_{A0}}{8C_{\text{unit}} + 4C_{\text{unit}} + 2C_{\text{unit}} + C_{\text{unit}} + 15C_{\text{unit}}} \right)
\]

\[
\times \left( \frac{8C_{\text{unit}} V_{B3} + 4C_{\text{unit}} V_{B2} + 2C_{\text{unit}} V_{B1} + C_{\text{unit}} V_{B0}}{8C_{\text{unit}} + 4C_{\text{unit}} + 2C_{\text{unit}} + C_{\text{unit}} + 15C_{\text{unit}}} \right)
\]

where \(\gamma_{(W/L)}\) is the dimension ratio of two p-type MOSFETs in the current mirror used for the output stage. The last two terms in brackets are two 4-bit digital signals to be multiplied. The ratio of four coupling capacitors used in the function of DAC is 8:4:2:1 as shown in Equation (5.7). \(C_{\gamma}\) is 15\(C_{\text{unit}}\) which is used for signal scaling. Using above equation, the external digital signals can be multiplied.

For determining the value of \(C_{\text{unit}}\), we need to study the signal attenuation at the surface potential due to the influence of \(C_{\text{ox}}\) and \(C_{p}\). Setting all digital inputs to high logic, Figure 5.4 shows the signal attenuation dependence on varying \(C_{\text{unit}}\). We can see that when the dimension of the driven transistor is large (\(W/L=2000\text{nm}/200\text{nm}\)), it requires a large unit capacitor to mitigate the signal attenuation at the surface potential since \(C_{\text{ox}}\) is proportional to the dimension of a transistor. When the coupling capacitor is larger than that of \(C_{p}\) and \(C_{\text{ox}}\), the surface potential can accurately reflect the programmable input using MIFG MOSFETs. We should consider circuit area also because capacitors in MIFG MOSFETs occupy larger area than in normal transistors. Therefore, we choose 50fF as the unit size capacitor as a trade-off between area and signal accuracy.

Table 5.1 shows \(W/L\) ratios of transistors shown in Figure 5.3. Setting the resistor used for biasing the tail current to 5kΩ and common mode voltage to 0.9V, we obtain the transient
simulation of the multiplier as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). It can be seen that the proposed multiplier can process the signal from standard digital interface, 4-bit digital signal ($V_{pp}=1.8V$) to analog current signal with the swing of $\pm180\mu A$. Figure 5.5 (b) is the dc transfer curve to observe the linearity of the proposed multiplier. We observe that a smaller input leads a better linearity of the output. Four curves can be roughly seen as linear curves which ensure the correct multiplication. Total harmonic distortion (THD) is another important metric to evaluate the performance of analog multipliers. THDs with input of 0.9V and 0.3V swings are 1.52% and 0.93%, respectively, both of which are acceptable and so cannot largely influence the multiplication due to harmonics. This analog multiplier will also be used for both matrix multiplication and bitwise multiplication, which will be introduced later. Compared to digital multiplier with multiple-bits, the proposed method can implement both multiplication and DAC function as the front-end of digital interface. The most attractive feature is that the analog multiplier is much faster than the digital multiplier since it only uses a single analog stage to obtain the result instead of the pipelined topology in digital multiplication.

### 5.3.2 Design of Other Functional Blocks

Besides analog multipliers used for matrix and bitwise multiplications, there are circuits implementing activation functions current comparator, and current mirror required for the entire computation flow of LSTM. The digital implementation of an activation function usually uses LUT to search results or a step linear function to approximate the non-linear curve [66, 123]. The accuracy mainly relies on table capacity and search principle. In analog design of an activation function, only one circuit block can execute the computation [124, 125]. In our design, the received signal from multiplication is a current signal and the output signal from an activation function is used for the following bitwise multiplication according to LSTM algorithm. Thus, we need to build
Figure 5.3 Circuit diagram of the proposed analog multiplier with the functions of both voltage scaling and DAC. Highlighted transistors are MIFG MOSFETs.

Figure 5.4 Voltage attenuation versus unit capacitor in MIFG driven input transistor.
Figure 5.5 The proposed analog multiplier with MIFGs, (a) transient simulation, two 4-bit inputs are from all high logic (1.8V) flipping to all low logic (0V) periodically under 1GHz and 10MHz and (b) dc transfer curve.

Table 5.1 W/L ratio of transistors in the proposed analog multiplier of Figure 5.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor</th>
<th>W/L (nm/nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1-4</td>
<td>10000/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5-12</td>
<td>200/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>400/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M14-17</td>
<td>8000/400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a block of the activation function with the current signal as an input and voltage signal as an output. The analog circuit design of sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions is shown in Figure 5.6 (a) and Figure 5.7 (a), respectively. The intermediate block computing the activation function uses voltage signal as the input and current signal as the output. It can be seen that there are two current/voltage converters to match to the correct signal flow. Since the hyperbolic tangent function has a negative value, a reverse voltage bias is used to allow the output drop to a negative value. Using the current signal as an input, the transfer functions corresponding to these two circuits are expressed as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{\text{sigmoid}\_\text{out}}(I_{\text{in}}) &= \frac{1}{2} K_p \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_5 \left( gm_{d} r_{o2} r_{o4} I_{\text{in}} - \sqrt{\frac{gm_{d}^2}{K_n K_p \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_2 \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_6}} - V_{dd} - 2V_{tp} \right)^2 r_{o10} \\
V_{\text{tanh}\_\text{out}}(I_{\text{in}}) &= \left\{ \frac{1}{2} K_p \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_5 \left( gm_{d} r_{o2} r_{o4} I_{\text{in}} - \sqrt{\frac{gm_{d}^2}{K_n K_p \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_2 \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_6}} - V_{dd} - 2V_{tp} \right)^2 - I_{11/12} \right\} r_{o10}
\end{align*}
\]

(5.8)

In the transfer function of sigmoid, the input current shows a square relation with output voltage in effective input swing. Once the input current is out of effective input swing after front-end I/V converter (M3 and M4) due to M5 as a feedback controlling the common source (CS) amplifier (M2 and M6), the output voltage will stop changing to go to cut-off region and form top and bottom signal-lines. This principle is also applied in the transfer curve of hyperbolic tangent function. However, we have introduced a reverse voltage bias (M11 and M12) to pull down the swing of output voltage in hyperbolic tangent function. The reason we let two transistors work in sub-threshold region to generate the negative voltage bias is that the characteristic of a transistor in sub-threshold region is less sensitive to external voltage variation than that in linear or saturation region. The \( W/L \) ratio of transistors in both two circuits are listed in Table 5.2. \( R_L \) in Figure 5.6 (a) is 5kΩ, \( R_{L1} \) in Figure 5.7 (a) is 20kΩ, and \( R_{L2} \) in Figure 5.7 (a) is 5kΩ. Figure 5.6 (b) and Figure
Figure 5.6 Analog implementation of sigmoid function, (a) circuit diagram, (b) transfer characteristics.
Figure 5.7 Analog implementation of hyperbolic tangent function, (a) circuit diagram, (b) transfer characteristics.
5.7 (b) show the simulated static characteristics of sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions, respectively.

For the back-end of our design in which the analog current signal is to be converted to a digital voltage signal, we use current comparators for the signal conversion. The delay of a current compactor is sensitive to the current resolution [126, 127, 128]. The design reported by [126] is an inverter chain which uses a passive device as a feedback loop to effectively boost the resolution to less than nano-ampere level. Since the resolution in our work only reaches to a micro-ampere level, considering design area and acceptable resolution, we use the inverter based circuit design without passive device as the current comparator shown in Figure 5.8 (a). The input current is the current difference between the output current of LSTM and reference current through the interconnection. The inverter chain in the bottom is used for signal integrity and leave enough time for the signal to reset. The inverter chain in the top feedback loop is to reset the voltage signal after a single comparison cycle. Setting the W/L of all n-channel MOSFETs and p-channel MOSFETs as 800nm/600nm and 1200nm/200nm, respectively, Figure 5.8 (b) shows the relationship between input current and delay. We observe maximum delay of 2.67ns when the current resolution is 1µA.

For the design of current mirror biasing the reference current used for the function of DAC in the back-end, we used p-MOSFET current mirror to match the signal polarity in our design. An inevitable problem is the decrease of current accuracy due to the channel modulation effect in MOSFETs [120]. The reference current is the key signal to give correct digital signal output. Therefore, the channel lengths in all p-channel transistors of current mirrors are set to 800nm.

5.3.3 LSTM Operation

Figure 5.9 shows the system level design of LSTM. We have divided the entire signal flow into four operations shown in Figure 5.9, which are described as follows:
Table 5.2 W/L ratio of transistors in the circuits of Figures 5.5 and 5.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transistor</th>
<th>Sigmoid W/L (nm/nm)</th>
<th>Hyperbolic tangent W/L (nm/nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M₁</td>
<td>10000/400</td>
<td>M₁ 12000/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₂</td>
<td>2000/400</td>
<td>M₂ 2000/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₃</td>
<td>3100/400</td>
<td>M₃ 3000/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₄</td>
<td>1000/400</td>
<td>M₄ 1200/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₅</td>
<td>1400/200</td>
<td>M₅ 5000/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₆</td>
<td>200/200</td>
<td>M₆ 200/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₇</td>
<td>800/400</td>
<td>M₇ 800/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₈</td>
<td>400/400</td>
<td>M₈ 400/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₉</td>
<td>800/200</td>
<td>M₉ 1000/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₁₀</td>
<td>1600/200</td>
<td>M₁₀ 1800/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₁₁</td>
<td></td>
<td>M₁₁ 400/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M₁₂</td>
<td></td>
<td>M₁₂ 400/400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8 Current comparator used as back-end stage, (a) circuit diagram, (b) delay dependence on current amplification.
1) Operation 1 uses front-end analog multiplier based crossbars and interconnections to achieve DAC function and the term, $\hat{W}_x \hat{x}_t + \hat{W}_h \hat{h}_{t-1}$;

2) In operation 2, results from the operation 1 will go through the blocks implementing activation functions or I/V converters to obtain all internal gate layers in LSTM network;

3) Operation 3 uses analog multipliers without MIFG and the blocks of activation functions to obtain both $c_t$ and $h_t$;

4) Operation 4 uses current comparators with current mirrors to achieve ADC function.

In this flow, analog multipliers, sigmoid blocks and hyperbolic tangent blocks use 0.9V and -0.9V as power supply and ground levels, respectively. For the current comparators used as back-end interface, they use 1.8V and 0V as power supply and ground levels, respectively.

The signal flow with slash arrows represents both input and output in standard digital domain. Internal signal flow with wavy lines represents current signals. The signal flow with sigma function mean the sum of current signals use the wire interconnection in physical implementation. For both matrix multiplication and bitwise multiplication to obtain Hadamard product, we use the proposed analog multiplier to build a crossbar, in which current results in each row are obtained by the wire interconnection. Especially, the matrix multiplication uses MIFG MOSFETs as the front-end to achieve DAC function. The rest of blocks do not use MIFG MOSFETs since the signal flow has already been converted to an analog signal. This structure with only stage connecting to MIFG not only avoids large load for each analog block but also saves chip area. For the signal flow going through activation functions, it is current signal as the input and voltage signal as the output as described in the previous sub-section. Note that for the term $c_{t-1}$, it directly comes from the previous cell without going through the matrix multiplication or an activation function. Thus, to obtain the correct signal flow, we still allow $c_{t-1}$ to go through matrix multiplication with MIFG.
MOSFETs, which means $c_{t-1}$ will be converted to an analog signal and multiplied by 1. Then current/voltage converter is applied to make $c_{t-1}$ connect to the following crossbar of bitwise multiplication.

In our structure, the single analog current is converted to a 4-bit digital signal based on successive approximation. The method uses current signal to make a comparison with the reference current step by step to obtain multiple-bit as the final output. The proposed conversion flow is shown in Figure 5.9. First, we use the array of current mirrors as the current duplicator to generate four same current signals representing $h_t$. Then using wire interconnection, we obtain the current difference between the reference current and the current signal of $h_t$. The reference current in this step is set to 0µA, -90µA, -135µA and -157.5µA corresponding to MSB to LSB in our design. The first reference current can be simply obtained via connecting to the ground. The rest of current signals can be obtained through current mirrors. The last step is to use current comparators to compute the final 4-bit output. When the current difference is a positive value, the digital bit is high. Otherwise, the digital bit is low. Compared to successive approximation register (SAR) ADC, we used an independent comparison block to each analog output to speed up data conversion instead of the single register with relative clock tree converting repeatedly. In addition, for the conversion of $N$-bit in flash ADC, it requires $2^{N-1}$ voltage comparators. While in our proposed conversion, it only requires $N$ current comparators for each analog signal. In our design to implement LSTM network, we only use MIFG MOSFETs in the first stage that executes matrix multiplication to convert external digital signals to analog signals, which are processed in internal blocks. In the internal computation, all addition behaviors are implemented by the simple physical interconnection of current signals to speed up computation. Once the data computation is finished,
Figure 5.9 System level diagram of the proposed LSTM network.
we use current comparators at low circuit cost instead of traditional methods as the back-end to achieve ADC function.

5.4 Result and Discussion

This section will evaluate the performance of the proposed LSTM network based on the described analog circuit design. The simulations and discussions cover the proposed computing core of the analog LSTM network and the core with memory access.

5.4.1 Analog LSTM Core

The layout design of all required sub-blocks in TSMC 180nm CMOS are shown in Figures 5.10 (a)-(d). The entire design of the LSTM network with the matrix dimension of 16×16 is shown in Figure 5.10 (e). The dimension of the chip layout is 3.7mm×2.7mm. The crossbar used for both DAC function and matrix multiplication as the first stage contributes 92% of total chip area. This is due to the proposed crossbar which uses multiple inputs at the cost of area of capacitors and the use of dummy devices in the layout design of differential pairs and current mirrors in multipliers, which is also seen in Figure 5.10 (a). The entire network is built by 16 independent computing paths to process analog signals of a 16×16 matrix in a parallel way. Thus, if some paths are set without input, the dimension of the matrix to be processed will be reduced, in which the only power due to dc bias will be dissipated.

We have used analog multipliers instead of conventional digital multipliers to process the specific matrix multiplication, $N \times N$ matrix times $N$-column vector, which is the dominant calculation in computing of LSTM network. It is necessary to compare two types of multipliers in term of performance. We illustrate the comparison of power delay product (PDP) of the matrix multiplication between the proposed analog multiplier and other digital multipliers including Booth encoding multiplier and Wallace tree multiplier [129, 130] as shown in Figure 5.11. We
Figure 5.10 Layout view, (a) proposed analog multiplier, (b) sigmoid function, (c) hyperbolic tangent, (d) current comparator and (e) LSTM network.
observe that when the operation frequency is low, both Booth encoding and Wallace tree multipliers show advantageous performance compared to the proposed one. With the work frequency boosting, the PDP of the proposed multiplier will be less than that of two digital multipliers. When the dimension is increased, the PDPs of two digital multipliers are much more sensitive to frequency boosting than that of the proposed analog design. This is due to the switch current, which is a strong function of frequency in high speed digital circuits. For the proposed analog multiplier, it is always inputted by dc bias signal and the only term varied by frequency is the small signal as the input signal to be computed. In the case of $16 \times 16$ matrix multiplication under 800MHz, the growth rate of PDP of matrix multiplication using Booth encoding and Wallace tree multipliers compared to that using the proposed one is 12.3% and 37.6%, respectively. From 200MHz to 800MHz, in cases of both $8 \times 8$ and $16 \times 16$ matrixes, the growth rates of PDP of matrix multiplication using the proposed multiplier are all below 5%. In addition, the proposed design is capable of implementing DAC function as the front-end of the signal interface compared to previous work of analog multipliers. The proposed analog multiplier is suitable to work for large dimension matrix multiplication under high frequency. No matter what the bit length of input is, the analog multiplier only requires one stage to obtain the product after the implementation of DAC function using multiple inputs. For the addition in matrix multiplication, the current carry signal going through the metal interconnection is used to speed up the addition without additional circuit block.

The single computation cycle in analog LSTM network with no load is 0.87 to 1.19ns. The delay contributed by current comparators varies from 0.48 to 0.8ns depending on computed current amplitude before the back-end. The rest of blocks contribute 0.39ns delay. Our design is a purely computing core with a feedforward path and does not need an internal clock, on-chip memory or
internal sample and hold (S/H) circuit. Therefore, to avoid data competition, we restrict the maximum frequency of input signals to 800MHz. The total power dissipation of analog LSTM network with no load is 425.5mW. Based on defined four operations in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.12 shows the break-down graph of power dissipation for each operation. We see that the first operation to implement matrix multiplications consumes 86.3% of the total power dissipation, which is much larger than other operations. It is obvious since matrix multiplication is the main calculation in LSTM network. However, the proposed analog multiplier without feedback loop significantly reduces both power dissipation and latency considering the design of signal interface.

The computing flow built by several important transient simulations including internal and final results are shown in Figure 5.13. We see that the internal signals can be shifted fast as the input flipping continuously due to absence of S/H circuit. The final results of $c_t$ and $h_t$, in which both logic high and logic low can be recognized even though there are some unwanted signal components presented.

5.4.2 Memory Access

The proposed LSTM design is purely a computing core and can only deal with memory free computing of the 16x16 matrixes. It is necessary to apply memory access to achieve block multiplexing extending the network depth. To address memory access, how to efficiently utilize the memory in terms of hardware resource, computing latency and power dissipation is to be considered. For one weighted matrix in the proposed design, it has $(16 \times 17 \times 4)/8 = 136$ bytes. Therefore, for a single computing cycle, the memory requires $136 \times 8 = 1088$ bytes for all weighted matrixes. Besides, for $c_t$ and $h_t$, these are required to be stored temporarily in memory for the usage of input in the next computing cycle, and $\hat{x}_t$ updated in each computing cycle also uses memory for data hosting. Therefore, each of these three vectors requires the memory of $16 \times 4/8 = 8$ bytes.
Figure 5.11 PDP comparison between the proposed analog multiplier and other digital multipliers.

Figure 5.12 Break-down graph of power dissipation for each operation.
This standard digital based 4-bit sequence flow is simultaneously applied to all inputs, biases and weighted values.

Figure 5.13 Transient simulation based computing flow of LSTM network using the proposed ASP design.
For the computing core of LSTM network in one computing cycle, the maximum memory size is 1088+8×3=1112 bytes. For a trained LSTM network, if the pipelined topology is used for computing to extend the network depth, these weighted matrixes should be used to each computing cycle uniformly. \( \mathbf{h}_t \) obtained from each computing cycle not only is used as the input of the next computing cycle but it is also required to be stored for final prediction. If we define the network depth, which is corresponding to the number of computing cycle as \( D_{LSTM} \), based on above description, the weighted matrixes after training occupy 1088 bytes constantly. The memory size of \( \hat{x}_t \), \( \mathbf{c}_t \) and \( \mathbf{h}_t \) is 8 bytes, 8 bytes and \((8+8D_{LSTM})\) bytes, respectively. Thus, the size of entire required memory is \((1112+8D_{LSTM})\) bytes. Since the utilized memory is small, the SRAM in chip can be used considering overall latency. Figure 5.14 shows the overview of the proposed analog LSTM network with on-chip SRAM. It is seen that the SRAM block is same as normal one to operate write-in and read-out. The communication cycle between computing and memory is described as follows:

1) All weighted matrixes, \( \hat{x}_t \), \( \mathbf{c}_t \) and \( \mathbf{h}_t \) are written into SRAM. \( \mathbf{h}_t \) is written doubly for both computing in the next layer of LSTM network and final prediction. The analog LSTM computing core is idle during the write step;

2) All data stored in SRAM in the last step is read out to analog LSTM core and the computing begins;

3) Above two clock cycles are seen as one computing cycle and repeated for obtaining deeper LSTM network.

Using above cycled flow, the network depth can be increased sequentially with SRAM access. Except \( \mathbf{h}_t \) being stored for final prediction, the rest of useful data is only stored temporarily in SRAM for the computing of the next cycle, which reduces the workload in SRAM. To control
the communication between analog LSTM core and SRAM, the design of memory controller should also be considered. The timing diagram of the controller is also shown in Figure 5.14, in which \( \text{OE}, \text{WE}, \text{CE}, \text{ME} \) and \( \text{CLK} \) are enable ports of read-out, write-in, analog LSTM core and SRAM, and clock, respectively. In these enable ports, only \( \text{CE} \) is not the standard one.

Figure 5.14 also shows the proposed circuit design of SRAM controller, in which \( \overline{CE} \) is outputted by \( \text{CLK} \). \( \overline{OE} \) and \( \overline{WE} \) are generated by \( \text{CLK} \) and \( \overline{ME} \). Once \( \overline{CE} \) is obtained, it can control the dc bias of the inputs of the proposed analog multipliers, which works for the analog LSTM network. During write-in, the analog LSTM core is idle and dc bias is disconnected through transmission gates controlled by \( \overline{CE} \) to save energy. While SRAM is in read-out, dc bias is applied to analog LSTM network via \( \overline{CE} \) to let the computing work.

Using the same structure of SRAM as shown in Figure 5.14, in which 6T-cell is used for the SRAM cell, and the size of SRAM array is \( 128 \times 128 = 2 \) kilobytes, as the test configuration of memory access. Figure 5.15 shows the simulation results of the analog LSTM network with SRAM access depending on various network depths and frequencies. From Figure 5.15 (a), we compare the power dissipation when \( D_{LSTM} \) is 1. The overhead of power dissipation due to SRAM access is -6.5\%, -1.7\% and 8.3\% corresponding to clock frequency of 100MHz, 150MHz and 200MHz, respectively. The reason that the overhead under 100MHz and 150MHz is negative during write-in is that the computing core is in idle state executed by the controller in SRAM and so only consumes static power. Therefore, from the view of average power dissipation given a full cycle of LSTM computing, the use of the analog LSTM network with SRAM can save power compared to analog LSTM network which works under non-clock without memory access. When the clock frequency increases to 200MHz, the SRAM access brings overhead of power dissipation to the
Figure 5.14 Overview of the proposed analog LSTM network with on-chip SRAM access used for extending the depth of network.
Figure 5.15 Simulation results of the LSTM network with SRAM access, (a) power dissipation, (b) computing latency, (c) utilization ratio of SRAM and (d) throughput.
proposed computing core due to the increase of dynamic power dissipation in SRAM. The overhead of power dissipation contributed by the proposed computing core is small. We can observe that from 100MHz to 200MHz, the increase of power dissipation in the proposed core is only 0.3% due to increase in frequency of small signal. In the cases that the proposed core works with SRAM access, the growth rates of power dissipation due to frequency boosting are all increased. In the case that $D_{LSTM}$ is 8, this growth rate is up to 28.9%. Figure 5.15 (b) shows the overhead of latency due to SRAM access, in which the maximum overhead is ×8.4 under 100MHz. Actually, the introduced SRAM restricts the computing speed of the proposed analog LSTM core due to clock constraint and the access time of SRAM. As reported earlier, the peak latency of the proposed analog LSTM core without memory access is only 1.19ns, which means the maximum frequency can be up to 800MHz. However, with the help of introduced SRAM, the LSTM core can be multiplexed to extend the depth of network. Since we have set the size of SRAM which is 2 kilobytes, the utilization ratio of SRAM should be studied. Figure 5.15 (c) shows the results of this metrics. The utilization ratio of SRAM is from 54.6% to 57.4% corresponding to $D_{LSTM}$ is 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, respectively. Thus, the rest of unused SRAM cells suffers leakage current. Through the simulation of static power dissipation, this resource waste contributes 20mW to 43mW as the variations of network depth and frequency. As predicted, when $D_{LSTM}$ is 117, SRAM will be fully used. Another important issue is throughput between the proposed LSTM core and SRAM. Figure 5.15 (d) shows this metrics. Here we only consider the computed data for the computing in the next cycle, $h_t$ and $c_t$, and data stored in SRAM for the final prediction, $h_t$. When the proposed core works uniquely, throughput is up to 20.1GB/s. Accessed with SRAM, the throughput is reduced due to clock constraint. In addition, the depth of network constrains the throughput. In the fastest operation at 200MHz, when $D_{LSTM}$ is 8, the throughput is 0.3GB/s. On the other hand, under
100MHz, when $D_{LSTM}$ is 8, the throughput is 0.15GB/s. The proposed LSTM core with on-chip SRAM can extend the depth of network at the cost of lowering computing speed. For the power issue, the proposed work sequence and its controller can let the LSTM core be idle during write-in state to save power. The disadvantage of the proposed design is low utilization ratio of SRAM, which also contributes to static power dissipation. But the size of SRAM in this work is only 2 kilobytes and the utilization ratio of SRAM can be increased by increasing the depth of network.

Table 5.3 shows the performance comparison between our work and other reported work of LSTM. The listed data of our work is from the computing core accessed with SRAM under 200MHz and included $D_{LSTM}$ is 1, 4 and 8. Considering the performance metrics of LSTM, quantization-bit, we observe that the LSTM implementation in FPGA platform is much more accurate than that in ASIC design since the single computation block is used repeatedly at the cost of computation latency in FPGAs. Work in [64] uses off-chip memory to confirm accuracy when the matrix dimension becomes large. However, this strategy largely increases computation latency and power dissipation. Another FPGA based work reported in [65] fully uses both logic units and memory cells in FPGA to speed up computation and suppress the power dissipation. Work in [131] balances the data communication that both on-chip LUT and off-chip DRAM are used for internal storage of matrix multiplication in order to reduce the latency due to off-chip memory access and workload of on-chip communication. Using digital signal to compute neural network, the longer bit length can cause larger power and latency. In the work of [132], the LSTM network with variable bit length is achieved to dynamically adjust both consumed energy and computing latency. Therefore, its peak energy efficiency is higher than other LSTM network designed in FPGA. Summarizing these work based on FPGA, their energy efficiencies are all lower at least 2 magnitudes than cited ASIC designs but the bit length in these designs are very high compared to
ASIC designs. For ASIC design, prior digital based work [66, 122] and our presented analog based work use 4-bit fixed-point number to balance computing error and circuit cost. Both work of [66, 122] can compute both CNN and LSTM, which is more functional than our design. [122] uses weight encoding and matrix sparsity to reduce both power and required computing cycles when large matrixes have to be processed. The error due to sparsity can be reduced by weight decoding and multi-index. Compared to [122], the boosting of energy efficiency of our design is 5.6× corresponding to $D_{LSTM}=1$. As mentioned in introduction, the design in the work of [66] mainly uses LUTs and registers to store all possible results of multiplication and activation functions, which removes complex real-time computing and its switching power. Thus, the energy efficiency of this work is higher than in our work. However, the final results must be obtained through multiple cycles. In our design, analog implementation without traditional data converters or feedback loop largely speeds up computation, which gives on-chip SRAM enough time for data access. For computing of single-layer LSTM network ($D_{LSTM}=1$), it needs only one computing cycle in our work. A digital based LSTM implementation called ‘Chipmunk’ proposed in the work of [133] shows higher bit length and energy efficiency than [66] and our work. This is due to sparsity and matrix partitioning are widely used in this design to largely reduce the unnecessary energy consumed during logic switching at the cost of higher error and more epochs of training to increase accuracy or perplexity. If our ASP based design works for computing large matrixes, the strategy used in ‘Chipmunk’ is a potential one if slight error can be tolerated. Considering latency, the proposed work has the least computing latency than any other LSTM work. Once again, our ASP based work only uses one cycle to finalize one-layer computing which is different from other work.
Table 5.3 Performance comparison with prior work of LSTM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[64]</th>
<th>[65]</th>
<th>[131]</th>
<th>[132]</th>
<th>[133]</th>
<th>[122]</th>
<th>[66]</th>
<th>Present work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform</strong></td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>ASIC 65nm</td>
<td>ASIC 45nm</td>
<td>ASIC 65nm</td>
<td>ASIC 180nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>CNN; LSTM</td>
<td>CNN; LSTM</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory type</strong></td>
<td>DDR3</td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>LUT; DDR3</td>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>LUT; REG</td>
<td>SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clock frequency</strong></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>158.2</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MHz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency (ms)</strong></td>
<td>390</td>
<td>4.6×10³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.37×10³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5×10⁻³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bit length</strong></td>
<td>32-bit float</td>
<td>18-bit fixed</td>
<td>16-bit float</td>
<td>5–16-bit float</td>
<td>8–16-bit fixed</td>
<td>4-bit fixed</td>
<td>4-bit fixed</td>
<td>4-bit fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth of network</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peak power</strong></td>
<td>19.63×10³</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2.3×10³</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>460.3</td>
<td>481.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissipation (mW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy efficiency</strong></td>
<td>0.37×10⁻³</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.46×10⁴</td>
<td>1.5×10²</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One multiplication is counted as two operations in neural computing. Due to different design platforms and implemented functions, the energy efficiency is the general metric to compare the performance of the proposed work and other reported work in the area of neural computing. This explanation is also used in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Performance comparison with prior work of ASP based on neural network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[73]</th>
<th>[134]</th>
<th>Present work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform</strong></td>
<td>ASIC 65nm</td>
<td>ASIC 55nm</td>
<td>ASIC 180nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Autonomous control</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory type</strong></td>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data conversion type</strong></td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>ADC; DAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clock frequency</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MHz)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latency (ms)</strong></td>
<td>263</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power supply (V)</strong></td>
<td>0.46–0.8</td>
<td>0.4–1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bit length</strong></td>
<td>16-bit fixed</td>
<td>6-bit</td>
<td>4-bit fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth of network</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peak power</strong></td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>460.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissipation (mW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy efficiency</strong></td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Table 5.4, we also compare the proposed design with other work of ASP based on neural network [73, 134]. In the work of [73], ADC array is designed in another chip considering limited power budget in a single chip. In the computing chip, it uses multi-core to increase the computing efficiency. Since off-chip communication is introduced increasing the communication delay, the allowable clock frequency cannot be very high to avoid data race in motherboard. Based on above, the latency of this work is much higher than that of our work. Compared to the work of [73], the boosting of energy efficiency of our design is $2 \times$ corresponding to $D_{LSTM}=1$. Design in the work of [134] is suitable for applications in portable devices and its energy efficiency is higher than in our work. In this work, digital-to-pulse converter (DPC) is used as signal interface. Thus, counter array has to be embedded for signal processing. Based on this principle, the final results cannot be obtained in a single computing cycle. Thus, the latency of this work cannot be lower than that of our design. Compared to these work, the novelty of our work is that we have proposed a novel signal interface instead of conventional ADC and DAC. For DAC, the only power consumed in the physical connection between transistor’s gate and MIFGs is due to resistances. For the back-end used as ADC, we use the array of current comparators to speed up the conversion and save chip area. Besides, the computing latency of the proposed LSTM core inside is fast without the restriction of clock or feedback loop, and we have used current signal to execute the row-addition for matrix multiplications instead of analog mixer.

5.4.3 Sensitivity Study

Another important issue is that analog implementation is more sensitive to the variations of process, voltage and temperature (PVT) and noise than digital one. The system used for the simulations of these non-ideal factors is the same as the one in the study of memory access. The work frequency is set at 200MHz. It is generally known that the real chip fabrication always has
device mismatch. Thus, in the following sensitivity study, based on Monte Carlo method, all simulations have mismatch within ±20% distribution covering all transistors and passive devices. For the evaluation of PVT variation, the corner cases in this work include TTTT, SSHL, SFHL, FSHL, SSHH, SFHH, FSHH and FFLH. Four letters from left to right in these cases represent the variations of n-type MOSFET, p-type MOSFET, temperature and voltage supply, respectively. S and F located in the first two letters are slow and fast MOSFETs, respectively. T located in the first two letter represents typical MOSFETs following the original SPICE model provided by the foundry. We use 3σ method to calculate the variable threshold voltage to define S and F for MOSFETs [135, 136, 137]. In this method, the standard deviation of threshold voltage can be represented by \( \sigma_{th} = \left( \frac{q t_{ox}}{\varepsilon_{ox}} \right) \times (N_A W_d/4W_L)^{1/2} \). H appeared in the last two letters is high temperature, 340K, or oversupply voltage, 1.85V. Accordingly, L is low temperature, 270K, or supply voltage with loss, 1.75V. T located in the last two letter represents default temperature in SPICE simulation, 300K, or standard supply power, 1.8V. We have introduced the fabrication mismatch and the corners representing variations of PVT. The last concern is noise introduced in our design. For CMOS technology, it includes two types of noise. The first one is device noise. For the analysis of a transistor or a resistor, it can be modeled using a paralleled current source. For the analysis of a capacitor, it can be modeled using a cascade voltage source. The detailed expressions of these noise sources have been deeply analyzed in [120]. The other one is the input noise which is imported from other blocks communicating with the proposed computing core. This one can be assumed to approximately follow Gaussian distribution which is represented by \( V_{in,noise} = V_{in,ideal} \times (1+N(0,\sigma^2)) \) according to the work of [138]. We set \( \sigma^2 \) as 0.15V and 0.3V for the following simulations. Based on above configuration, we use error rate to evaluate the performance influenced by the described corner cases and noises. Figure 5.16 shows the simulation
results. SSHL, FSHL, SSHH and FSHH are four corners of which the error rate is higher than other corners. This observation follows that SS and FS for n-type and p-type transistors are the worst corners for digital VLSI. The performance of digital based memory access in our work can be seriously influenced by these two corners. Thus, incorrect data communication can be occurred due to potential setup and hold violations. TTTT can be seen as an ideal case in our study and so its error rate is the lowest. Considering digital blocks, FFLH is the fastest corner in our work. However, it shows higher error rate than TTTT, which is due to the signal asynchronization between analog network without obvious acceleration and the faster memory access. Considering the variation of supplied voltage, the error rate under oversupply voltage is less than that under supply voltage with loss. Thus, it is necessary to avoid the loss of power supplying to the proposed design. For $D_{\text{LSTM}}=1$, the highest error rate is 3.4% corresponding to FSHL with the variance of input noise, $\sigma^2=0.3^2\text{V}$. For $D_{\text{LSTM}}=4$, the highest error rate is 10.3% also corresponding to FSHL with the variance of input noise, $\sigma^2=0.3^2\text{V}$.

5.4.4 Evaluation of Network Performance

We use word-level language prediction experiments to test the performance of LSTM network using our ASP architecture. For an input sequence, the task is to predict the next word given previous seen words. Our experiments are conducted on PTB dataset [139], which consists of 929k training words, 73k validation words and 82k test words. It has 10k words in its vocabulary. We stack our design to form a two-layer LSTM model, and train it for 30 epochs using stochastic gradient descent. The hidden units of each LSTM layer, as our proposed architecture, is 16. Learning rate starts at 1.0, keeps steady for 4 epochs, and then decays 0.5 after each epoch. The training results are shown in Figure 5.17 (a). From this figure, we can see that the perplexity keeps decreasing as epoch increases, and almost remains stable after 10th epoch. The best validation
perplexity is at the 25th epoch. Train, valid and test perplexities after being stable are 377.57, 408.94 and 383.87, respectively. The result shows that our LSTM architecture is capable of handling the tasks of real-world sequence prediction.

We also perform another predictive simulation experiment with different size of hidden units of LSTM layer. The model is the same with the last experiment but only changes the number of hidden units. As the Figure 5.17 (b) shows, the test perplexity becomes smaller as the size of hidden units grows. When the matrix size is 256, the perplexity can be lowered to 174.06. The result verifies that the bigger size of hidden units in LSTM is necessary for improving the performance of LSTM model. Considering the efficiency of training, we see that when the matrix size is 32, the proposed structure uses 24 epochs, which is smaller than any other case, to let the perplexity be stable. Mapping this prediction that larger matrixes are used for computing, we need to expand the proposed ASP network. For $N \times N$ matrixes used in the structure of our work, it requires $N$ independent channels from front-end analog multipliers to back-end current comparators without additional power coupled by adjacent channels. Thus, the power overhead due to matrix expanding roughly shows a linearity to the number of channels. The computing latency will be mainly increased by current transportation in metals in the analog multiplier based crossbar, which is very short compared to signal going through digital blocks. Considering memory access, using our ASP structure connecting with on-chip SRAM can increase the overhead of power and latency. Summarizing this matrix expanding, the increase of power is much larger than that of computing latency.

5.5 Conclusion

We have proposed a strategy to implement LSTM network in analog circuit design. The entire analog based computing core is compatible to external digital blocks. To speed up
Figure 5.16 Simulation results of error rate with PVT variation and introduced noise. All simulations are imported with mismatch of ±20% distribution of transistors, capacitors used for MIFGs and resistors.

Figure 5.17 Simulation results using the proposed LSTM structure with PTB dataset, (a) training result and (b) predictive results of perplexity and required epochs for stabilizing perplexity with matrix expanding.
computing and reduce power dissipation, we have introduced a novel signal interface including MIFG MOSFETs and current comparators to achieve data conversion. In computing core inside, we have used current carry signal to reduce latency and remove analog mixer used for row-addition. The final post-layout simulation results show that the proposed analog LSTM network is suitable to work with on-chip standard memory. For the utilization of 2 kilobytes SRAM, LSTM network can be computed to 117 layers. The finalization of one-layer computing only requires one computing cycle (two clock cycles). The overhead of power dissipation and computing latency due to memory access at 200MHz are 8.3% and 3.2×, respectively. The energy efficiency can be up to 0.95TOP/s/W. If more advanced CMOS technology is used for our design, it is predicted that both clock frequency and energy efficiency can be obviously increased. The sensitivity simulations considering noise, device mismatch and PVT variation show that the worst case will lead to 10.3% error rate in the proposed design corresponding to 4-layer LSTM computing. Overall, the proposed design shows an acceptable performance to these non-ideal factors. Using the same network structure of the proposed LSTM design with PTB as dataset for performance evaluation, the training requires 10 epochs to let all perplexities be stable. Besides, using the proposed LSTM structure with matrix expanding, lower perplexity under the simulation using PTB dataset can be obtained without large overhead of latency.
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, several circuit designs used for optimizing on-chip computing are proposed. The summary and scope of future work are introduced as follows.

6.1 On-Chip Power Regulating Using Switchable Pins

We have verified the feasibility of the switchable pin used for delivering power to chips through post-layout simulations and chip testing. Final results show that using switchable pins, the power in chip can be doubled without long response time or large voltage loss in pads. We also found that switchable pins won’t seriously degrade the performance of data transmission, especially under medium frequency. The most significant thing is that due to voltage compensated by the proposed switchable pin, the unwanted transmission delay of digital logic gates is reduced. Thus, besides art of place and route, and on-chip power regulator, the switchable pin is another option to supress the IR droop in VLSI chips with complex interconnection. Especially compared to mainstream analog based on-chip power regulators, the proposed method is fully implemented by digital blocks, which is a huge improvement considering power and area efficiency. For the issue of noise, unlike analog based power regulators, which also contributes noise, the proposed strategy only contributes the noise from CMOS TG array, which is smaller than the one from analog circuits.

The work is of first kind and so it has been limited to considerations such as the PCB design based on C4 package and the core containing ~100K transistors. It is interesting that applying switchable pin to the SoC using ball grid array (BGA) package. In this platform, voltage can be easily distributed to the whole die through balls compared to C4 package. However, the technical difficulty lays on how to avoid large power density in case that a specific area has suffered a large IR droop. In this case, driven by a perfect voltage from switchable pins, a large current will go
from balls to die inside. Since the standard heat sink only works for cooling upon ICs, the locally
heat transited by the balls under ICs is difficult to be dispersed. The worst case is that since BGA
package is not mechanically compliant, high temperature will cause solder fracture. Thus, if
switchable pins are used with BGA package, a threshold value of voltage compensation should be
set through thermal modelling before going to VLSI design, which is deserved to be studied.

6.2 Logarithmic Conversion with Calibration

The second contribution of this dissertation is that a novel calibration based on
mathematical analysis working for logarithmic conversion is developed. Unlike previous work
using several linear functions for iteration and directly searching results from LUT, the proposed
algorithm is to use a single linear curve to approximate the real conversion curve. In addition, a
case judgement is used to further minimize the conversion error. Compared to Mitchell’s algorithm,
the reduced rate of error using our work is 71.1%. Mapping this calibration to circuit design, it
only requires two logic stages no matter what the bit length is. The entire structure is paralleled to
speed up conversion. To reduce the power dissipated in conversion, we have introduced a dual-
mode to the logarithmic converter. Under dc supply, the system normally operates to output pulse
signals. Under clocked power, the system operates adiabatic logic to reduce dynamic power
dissipation. Both post-layout simulations and chip testing functionally verify the proposed work.

This work has illustrated a low-error conversion from binary number to logarithmic
number. If the computing core is integrated in a standard digital chip processing binary numbers,
the reverse conversion from logarithmic number to binary number is required. Obviously, this
reverse conversion also generates error. So the first desired improvement based on this work is
how to design a low-error reverse conversion. Another thing we have to address is that under
adiabatic logic, the results are all clocked signals which are not compatible to standard digital
environment. A straightforward solution is to apply digital buffer chains to convert clocked signals to pulse signals at the cost of large short-circuit current. Thus, the second work needs to be studied is to find an energy-efficient method for signal buffering under adiabatic operation.

6.3 Optimization and Calibration of ALU

Motivated by the fact that ALU is the soul of computing in both CPU and GPU, we have used MIFG MOSFETs to build the neuron-like cells to achieve cell-sharing. Another challenge is how to implement digital calibration used for ALU since under high frequency operation, setup violation, hold violation, clock inaccuracy, CMOS TGs used for MUX, other errors out of ALU block and switching state in DVFS can cause incorrect results. Current techniques for calibrating computing error cannot monitor all signal nodes but are limited to set checkpoints in critical paths considering power budget. In these checkpoints, clock recovery and delay based detection are two common strategies. In this work, we give up the calibration only in checkpoints and propose a LUT-like method to calibrate all operations with all possible inputs. We used metal layers connecting power ring or ground ring in pad frame but not real LUT array to obtain the correct result, which is decoded by floating gate based TGs. This metal interconnection based method consumes less power than using LUT. Generally speaking, each path in the block of error detection represents one group of input signals and its corresponding result for a given function except sequence comparison. For sequence comparison, we use static logic to recalculate the operation since using former metal interconnection based method will largely increase metal routings. For 32-bit operation, there are $2^{32}$ routings required for covering all possibilities. But the method we used based on static logic processing also introduces large power to calibration. Post-layout simulations show that the overhead of power dissipation and computing latency due to the proposed error detection and calibration are ~24% and ~100ps, respectively. Thus, exploring an
energy-efficient strategy for calibration should be further studied. Another observation is that since coupling capacitors are applied to logic gates, the ALU designed by MIFG MOSFETs can tolerate larger fan-out than that by static logic. In mismatch simulations, the error rate of the proposed ALU under 20% mismatch is less than 8%. Further theoretical study on how to properly ratio the sizes of transistors to make the transfer characteristic not to be sensitive to variation of surface potential due to mismatch is valuable.

6.4 Neural Accelerator based on ASP

The last work in this dissertation develops an ASP based accelerator exclusively computing LSTM network. We have introduced a novel signal interface to make this analog core be compatible with digital chips, which consumes less power than conventional data converters. For internal processing, we used current carry signal to accelerate the addition in matrix multiplication instead of conventional voltage signal. The latency of the proposed design without memory access is only 1.19ns. Using on-chip SRAM under 200MHz as memory access, the maximum energy efficiency can reach to 0.95TOP/s/W.

The bit length of this work is 4-bit since we have used ratioed MIFGs, which occupy large chip area, applied on analog multipliers for DAC function. With the support of memory access, the proposed design can periodically extend network depth, which can increase computing accuracy from the perspective of RNN algorithm. For the design strategy of the proposed analog accelerator, it is difficult to increase bit length since capacitor mismatch will seriously influence the DAC accuracy and the accuracy of multiple reference currents will be reduced due to PVT variation and so decrease the ADC accuracy. Thus, the design strategy in the proposed accelerator mainly serves for the LSTM network with low resolution and deep layer.
Besides resolution and network depth, the dimension of matrix is another metric to evaluate the performance of LSTM network since a larger matrix can capture more information in one cycle which can improve the accuracy of real-time prediction and reduce the dependency of past information. This work used analog multiplier based crossbar with metal connection to deliver current signal. The signals obtained by matrix multiplication are going through activation functions. Thus, this design cannot extend the dimension of matrix due to non-linear process. To solve this restriction, it is suggested that on-chip memory is also introduced after matrix multiplication to extend the dimension of matrix for further work. Besides, each partitioning result is current signal which cannot be directly stored in SRAM, it is necessary to introduce additional interface for I/V conversion to ensure correct read and write between the accelerator and on-chip memory. Here, another challenge of future work is introduced that how to design a highly linear I/V converter with a large signal swing which can be written into SRAM. The last issue should be concerned is the design of analog blocks which are not sensitive to power variation since the PVT simulations show that the proposed work has the least tolerance of voltage variation.
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APPENDIX A
MOSIS SPICE LEVEL 7 CMOS MODEL PARAMETERS

The following level 7 CMOS model parameters have been obtained from www.mosis.org.

A.1 AMI 500nm Technology

NMOS Model
.MODEL NMOS NMOS LEVEL = 7
+TNOM = 27 TOX = 1.39E-8
+XJ = 1.5E-7 NCH = 1.7E17 VTH0 = 0.5916823
+K1 = 0.9970315 K2 = -0.1275822 K3 = 32.4012543
+K3B = -7.5008412 W0 = 1.064896E-8 NLX = 1E-9
+DVT0W = 0 DVT1W = 0 DVT2W = 0
+DVT0 = 0.7187527 DVT1 = 0.3412308 DVT2 = -0.5
+U0 = 449.0974306 UA = 1.085166E-13 UB = 1.425387E-18
+UC = -1.74612E-14 VSAT = 1.669807E5 A0 = 0.5933847
+AGS = 0.1035164 B0 = 1.668729E-6 B1 = 5E-6
+KETA = -3.86833E-3 A1 = 2.152036E-4 A2 = 0.3536877
+RDSW = 1.061307E3 PRWG = 0.0822544 PRWB = 1.740605E-5
+WR = 1 WINT = 2.482453E-7 LINT = 7.591645E-8
+XL = 1E-7 XW = 0 DWG = -1.279102E-8
+DWB = 4.853492E-8 VOFF = 0 NFACTOR = 0.9088018
+CIT = 0 CDSC = 2.4E-4 CDSCD = 0
+CDSCE = 0 ETA0 = 2.907125E-3 ETAB = 0.9951793
+DSUB = 0.0492559 PCLM = 2.2082829 PDIBLC1 = 3.324146E-4
+PDIBLC2 = 1.488616E-3 PDIBLCB = -0.1429457 DROUT = 8.319308E-5
+PSCBE1 = 2.516822E9 PSCBE2 = 5E-10 PVAG = 0
+DELTA = 0.01 RSH = 84 MOBMOD = 1
+PRT = 0 UTE = -1.5 KT1 = -0.11
+KTL1 = 0 KT2 = 0.022 UA1 = 4.31E-9
+UB1 = -7.61E-18 UC1 = -5.6E-11 AT = 3.3E4
+WLN = 1 WLW = 0 WW = 0
+WLN = 1 WWL = 0 LL = 0
+LLN = 1 LW = 0 LWN = 1
+LWL = 0 CAPMOD = 2 XPART = 0.5
+CGDO = 1.82E-10 CGSO = 1.82E-10 CGBO = 1E-9
+DJ = 4.29253E-4 PB = 0.8858652 MJ = 0.4353384
+CGSW = 3.622458E-10 PBSW = 0.8 MJSW = 0.2339166
+CGSWG = 1.64E-10 PBSWG = 0.8 MJSWG = 0.2339166
+CF = 0 PVTH0 = -0.0504111 PRDSW = 277.8034293
+PK2 = -0.0683031 WKETA = 5.494298E-3 LKETA = -6.64089E-3

PMOS Model
.MODEL PMOS PMOS LEVEL = 7
+TNOM = 27    TOX = 1.39E-8
+XJ = 1.5E-7   NCH = 1.7E17    VTH0 = -0.9152268
+K1 = 0.553472   K2 = 7.871921E-3   K3 = 0.3045116
+K3B = 0.4207623   W0 = 5.814395E-7   NLX = 6.71009E-8
+DVT0W = 0   DVT1W = 0   DVT2W = 0
+DVT0 = 0.6597447   DVT1 = 0.3261802   DVT2 = -0.3
+U0 = 201.3603195   UA = 2.408572E-9   UB = 1E-21
+UC = -1E-10   VSAT = 9.345943E4   A0 = 0.8172376
+AGS = 0.097476   B0 = 5.101025E-7   B1 = 1.701779E-8
+KETA = -4.865785E-3   A1 = 0   A2 = 0.6429159
+RDSW = 3E3   PRWG = -0.0280817   PRWB = -0.0480265
+WR = 1   WINT = 2.908993E-7   LINT = 1.225719E-7
+XL = 1E-7   XW = 0   DWG = 1.554343E-9
+DWB = -1.9281E-8   VOFF = -0.0705167   NFACTOR = 1.016159
+CT = 0   CDSC = 2.4E-4   CDSCD = 0
+CDSCB = 0   ETA0 = 6.97667E-4   ETAB = -0.2
+DSUB = 1   PCLM = 2.4034299   PDIBLC1 = 0.0525071
+PDIBLC2 = 3.609644E-3   PDIBLCB = -0.0206211   DROUT = 0.2542493
+PSCEB1 = 1E8   PSCEB2 = 3.365142E-9   PVAG = 0.0150027
+DELTA = 0.01   RSH = 107.2   MOBMOD = 1
+PRTC = 0   UTE = -1.5   KT1 = -0.11
+KTIL = 0   KT2 = 0.022   UA1 = 4.31E-9
+UB1 = -7.61E-18   UC1 = -5.6E-11   AT = 3.3E4
+WL = 0   WLN = 1   WW = 0
+WNN = 1   WWL = 0   LL = 0
+LLN = 1   LW = 0   LWN = 1
+LWL = 0   CAPMOD = 2   XPART = 0.5
+CGDO = 2.22E-10   CGSO = 2.22E-10   CGBO = 1E-9
+CJ = 7.306902E-4   PB = 0.9419671   MJ = 0.4929212
+CJSW = 2.535867E-10   PBSW = 0.8   MJSW = 0.3168453
+CJSWG = 6.4E-11   PBSWG = 0.8   MJSWG = 0.3168453
+CF = 0   PVTH0 = 5.98016E-3   PRDSW = 14.8598424
+PK2 = 3.73981E-3   WKETA = 1.137045E-9   LKETA = -9.773144E-3

A.2    TSMC 180nm Technology

NMOS Model
.Model NMOS NMOS (    LEVEL = 7
+VERSION = 3.1   TNOM = 27   TOX = 4E-9
+XJ = 1E-7   NCH = 2.3549E17   VTH0 = 0.3627858
+K1 = 0.5873035   K2 = 4.793052E-3    K3 = 1E-3
+K3B = 2.2736112   W0 = 1E-7   NLX = 1.675684E-7
+DVT0W = 0   DVT1W = 0   DVT2W = 0
+DVT0 = 1.7838401   DVT1 = 0.5354277   DVT2 = -1.243646E-3
+U0 = 263.3224995   UA = -1.359749E-9    UB = 2.250116E-18
+UC = 5.204485E-11   VSAT = 1.083427E5   A0 = 2
\+AGS\ =\ 0.4289385 \quad B0\ =\ -6.378671E-9 \quad B1\ =\ -1E-7
\+KETA\ =\ -0.0127717 \quad A1\ =\ 5.347644E-4 \quad A2\ =\ 0.8370202
\+RDSW\ =\ 150 \quad PRWG\ =\ 0.5 \quad PRWB\ =\ -0.2
\+WR\ =\ 1 \quad WINT\ =\ 1.798714E-9 \quad LINT\ =\ 7.631769E-9
\+XL\ =\ -2E-8 \quad XW\ =\ -1E-8 \quad DWG\ =\ -3.268901E-9
\+DWB\ =\ 7.685893E-9 \quad VOFF\ =\ -0.0882278 \quad NFACTOR\ =\ 2.5
\+CIT\ =\ 0 \quad CDSC\ =\ 2.4E-4 \quad CDSCD\ =\ 0
\+DSUB\ =\ 0.0173531 \quad PCLM\ =\ 0.7303352 \quad PDIBLC\ =\ 0.2246297
\+PDIBLC\ =\ 2.220529E-3 \quad PDIBLCB\ =\ -0.1 \quad DROUT\ =\ 0.7685422
\+PSCBE1\ =\ 8.697563E9 \quad PSCBE2\ =\ 5E-10 \quad PVAG\ =\ 0
\+DELTA\ =\ 0.01 \quad RSH\ =\ 6.7 \quad MOBMOD\ =\ 1
\+PRT\ =\ 0 \quad UTE\ =\ -1.5 \quad KT1\ =\ -0.11
\+K1\ =\ 0.5499001 \quad K2\ =\ 0.0389453 \quad K3\ =\ 0
\+K3B\ =\ 11.49517156 \quad W0\ =\ 1E-6 \quad NLX\ =\ 9.143209E-8
\+DVT0\ =\ 0 \quad DVT1\ =\ 0 \quad DVT2\ =\ 0
\+U0\ =\ 117.9612996 \quad UA\ =\ 1.64867E-9 \quad UB\ =\ 1.165056E-21
\+UC\ =\ -1E-10 \quad VSAT\ =\ 2E5 \quad A0\ =\ 1.7833459
\+KETA\ =\ 0.0137171 \quad A1\ =\ 5.347644E-4 \quad A2\ =\ 0.8370202
\+RDSW\ =\ 364.9443889 \quad PRWG\ =\ 0.5 \quad PRWB\ =\ -0.1129203
\+WR\ =\ 1 \quad WINT\ =\ 0 \quad LINT\ =\ 2.007556E-8
\+XL\ =\ -2E-8 \quad XW\ =\ -1E-8 \quad DWG\ =\ -2.835566E-8
\+DWB\ =\ 8.003075E-9 \quad VOFF\ =\ -0.1064646 \quad NFACTOR\ =\ 2
\+CIT\ =\ 0 \quad CDSC\ =\ 2.4E-4 \quad CDSCD\ =\ 0

PMOS Model
.getModel PMOS PMOS (LEVEL = 7)
+VERSION = 3.1 \quad TNOM\ =\ 27 \quad TOX\ =\ 4E-9
+XJ\ =\ 1E-7 \quad NCH\ =\ 4.1589E17 \quad VTH0\ =\ -0.4064886
+K1\ =\ 0.5499001 \quad K2\ =\ 0.0389453 \quad K3\ =\ 0
+K3B\ =\ 11.49517156 \quad W0\ =\ 1E-6 \quad NLX\ =\ 9.143209E-8
+DVT0\ =\ 0 \quad DVT1\ =\ 0 \quad DVT2\ =\ 0
+U0\ =\ 117.9612996 \quad UA\ =\ 1.64867E-9 \quad UB\ =\ 1.165056E-21
+UC\ =\ -1E-10 \quad VSAT\ =\ 2E5 \quad A0\ =\ 1.7833459
+AGS\ =\ 0.407511 \quad B0\ =\ 1.314603E-6 \quad B1\ =\ 5E-6
+KETA\ =\ 0.0137171 \quad A1\ =\ 5.347644E-4 \quad A2\ =\ 0.8370202
+RDSW\ =\ 364.9443889 \quad PRWG\ =\ 0.5 \quad PRWB\ =\ -0.1129203
+WR\ =\ 1 \quad WINT\ =\ 0 \quad LINT\ =\ 2.007556E-8
+XL\ =\ -2E-8 \quad XW\ =\ -1E-8 \quad DWG\ =\ -2.835566E-8
+DWB\ =\ 8.003075E-9 \quad VOFF\ =\ -0.1064646 \quad NFACTOR\ =\ 2
+CIT\ =\ 0 \quad CDSC\ =\ 2.4E-4 \quad CDSCD\ =\ 0

150
+\text{CDSCB} = 0 \quad \text{ETA0} = 0.0141703 \quad \text{ETAB} = -0.0398356
+\text{DSUB} = 0.4441401 \quad \text{PCLM} = 2.2364512 \quad \text{PDIBLC1} = 9.167645 \times 10^{-4}
+\text{PDIBLC2} = 0.0209189 \quad \text{PDIBLCB} = -9.568266 \times 10^{-4} \quad \text{DROUT} = 9.976778 \times 10^{-4}
+\text{PSCBE1} = 1.731161 \times 10^9 \quad \text{PSCBE2} = 5 \times 10^{-10} \quad \text{PVAG} = 14.337819
+\Delta = 0.01 \quad \text{RSH} = 7.5 \quad \text{MOBMOD} = 1
+\text{PRT} = 0 \quad \text{UTE} = -1.5 \quad \text{KT1} = -0.11
+\text{KT1L} = 0 \quad \text{KT2} = 0.022 \quad \text{UA1} = 4.31 \times 10^{-9}
+\text{UA2} = -7.61 \times 10^{-18} \quad \text{UC1} = -5.6 \times 10^{-11} \quad \text{AT} = 3.3 \times 10^4
+\text{WL} = 0 \quad \text{WLN} = 1 \quad \text{WW} = 0
+\text{WWN} = 1 \quad \text{WWL} = 0 \quad \text{LL} = 0
+\text{LLN} = 1 \quad \text{LW} = 0 \quad \text{LWN} = 1
+\text{LWL} = 0 \quad \text{CAPMOD} = 2 \quad \text{XPART} = 0.5
+\text{CGDO} = 6.79 \times 10^{-10} \quad \text{CGSO} = 6.79 \times 10^{-10} \quad \text{CGBO} = 1 \times 10^{-12}
+\text{CJ} = 1.176396 \times 10^{-3} \quad \text{PB} = 0.8607121 \quad \text{MJ} = 0.4163285
+\text{CJSW} = 2.135953 \times 10^{-10} \quad \text{PBSW} = 0.6430918 \quad \text{MJSW} = 0.2654457
+\text{CJSWG} = 4.22 \times 10^{-10} \quad \text{PBSWG} = 0.6430918 \quad \text{MJSWG} = 0.2654457
+\text{CF} = 0 \quad \text{PVTH0} = 4.364418 \times 10^{-3} \quad \text{PRDSW} = 4.4192048
+\text{PK2} = 3.104478 \times 10^{-3} \quad \text{WKETA} = 0.0270296 \quad \text{LKETA} = 2.038008 \times 10^{-3}
+\text{PU0} = -2.3639825 \quad \text{PUA} = -8.41675 \times 10^{-11} \quad \text{PUB} = 1 \times 10^{-21}
+\text{PVSAT} = -50 \quad \text{PETA0} = 1 \times 10^{-4} \quad \text{PKETA} = -1.444802 \times 10^{-3}

*
APPENDIX B
PROPOSED DESIGN FLOW OF AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT AND ROUTING USING MENTOR GRAPHICS EDA TOOLS

B.1 APR with Verilog Entry

Figure B.1 (a) shows the entire design flow of APR with Verilog Entry using Mentor Graphics EDA tools. This flow has been used for the post-layout simulations in Chapter 2 under Windows operation system and can be summarized as follows:

1) We export EDF file compiled from Verilog source using Mentor Graphics LeonardSpectrum. Note that SYN. file, which supports logic synthesis, should be matched to the corresponding CMOS technology file;

2) TPR file is exported from EDF file in Tanner Schematic-Edit;

3) Due to already-defined grammar in SYN file, we revise the I/O port name of standard cells as the form of IN [n], OUT [n], where n is the number of input or output starting from 0;

4) Using the layout library of standard cells and customized rules of APR, TPR file automatically generates the total layout in Tanner Layout-Edit;

5) Using EXT file and SPICE model of the corresponding technology, post-layout simulations are implemented in PSpice.

B.2 APR with Customized Schematic Entry

Figure B.1 (b) shows the entire design flow of APR with customized schematic entry using Mentor Graphics EDA tools. This flow can drive the post-layout simulation of the digital block built by customized cells, which is not standard cells based on static logic. The proposed flow has been used for the post-layout simulations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 under Windows operation system and described as follows:

1) Design the schematic cells of customized logic gates in Tanner Schematic-Edit;
Figure B.1 Design flow of APR using Mentor Graphics EDA tools, (a) HDL entry, (b) customized schematic entry.
2) Design the layout cells of customized logic gates in *Tanner Layout-Edit*. The way to design these layout cells is the same as the one to design standard cells based static logic, which includes square layout, top-located power port using metal 1, bottom-located ground port using metal 1, vertical-extent data port using the connection of metal 1 and metal 2, and pre-placed via for further routing. Note that each logic gate in layout view should strictly correspond to the schematic cell in terms of connection, dimension and port name;

3) Customized schematic entry of system level is implemented in *Tanner Schematic-Edit*;

4) TPR. file can be extracted from schematic entry in *Tanner Schematic-Edit*;

5) In *Tanner Layout-Edit*, TPR file mapping to the library of customized layout cells with the customized rules of APR can generate the total layout;

6) Using EXT file and SPICE model of the corresponding technology, post-layout simulations are implemented in *PSpice*. 
APPENDIX C
ERROR TEST IN PSpICE SIMULATION

Figure C.1 shows the described test flow. The proposed method includes two main blocks, which are the real block simulated under SPICE model and the ideal one which is built by customized gates with delay-free, glitch-free and infinite fan-out, self-defined delay cell in PSpice. The combination of customized gates achieves the same function as in real block. The self-defined delay cell is set to the same latency as in real block without any PVT variation or process corner. Comparing two groups of results from two blocks using XOR gates, once logic high occurs, it means variations or corners bring the incorrect data transmission to the real block. Note that it is possible that the logic high lasts very short which should be seen as a glitch but not an error. To remove these glitches, another ideal buffer with rising slope follows the output of the XOR gate. In this buffer, the rising time, $T_r$, for logic switch is set to $1/(10*f)$, where $f$ is the work frequency in the current simulation for both two blocks. Using this method, if the logic high lasts less than 1/10 of a period, it will be removed by the buffer. Otherwise, it will be seen as an error shown after buffering. Then the output of the buffer connects to an ideal counter triggered by positive edge. Therefore, once the simulation of entire cycles is finished, the error rate can be calculated by:

$$ \text{Error}\% = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_o} E_i}{N_c \times N_o} \quad (C.1) $$

where $N_c$ and $N_o$ are the number of cycles and output nodes, respectively. $E_i$ is the number of error corresponding to the $i_{th}$ output node.
Figure C.1 Customized flow used for error testing.
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